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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the determination of operating reserves in
si gle and interconnected systems. Security constraints have been

1uded and techniques for risk evaluation in multi interconnected
ocation of system spinning reserves and unit. commitment have been

eloped. Load forecast uncertainty, partial generating unit outage
st tes, rapid start gas turbine and hot reserve generation and the

istance from· interconnections have also been included in the analysis.
incorporation of these factors in the analysis permits a

ntitative approach to operating a system at a pre-determined level
reLi abi l i ty ..

Reliability and economics cannot be considered as two separate
en ities. Pertinent economic system operation techniques have also been
ut lized in this thesis to schedule the system generation at an assigned
ri k level. A digital computer program has been developed for incorp
or tion of all these factors in a practical system study. Models of
th Saskatchewan Power Corporation- (S.P.C.) and the Manitoba Hydro (M.H.)

terns have been utilized for a wide range of studies.

The techniques developed in this thesis can be used to co-

or inate the incremental operating costs and the incremental reliability
co ts in a practical system to obtain minimum cost operation at an

ac eptable risk level.
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increased demand, economics and technological developments
I

changes in the areas of generation and transmission. IThe

1. INTRODUCTION

An unprecedented upsurge in industrial development has occurred

the past few decades. Electric power production is the backbone of
I
I

i and therefore has also experienced tremendous growth. Tn order

t

occurred in the power generation area have been quite

d amatic and in some systems, single unit additions have been in the

ordr1000 MW of capacity. The effect of these units is also felt over a
I

as systems have become more heavily interconnected. The totall
I

and the resulting technological advancements have increasedl
t e complexity of the daily operating problem. One requirement of this I
oblem is the ability to operate at an acceptable level of system

It has been found that rule of thumb methods for providing I

system operation in regard to spinning reserves are no 10nge�
System spinning reserves in complex systems containing a wide

generating equipment and in multiple interconnected systems

c nnot be accurately determined by empirical methods. It has also becomel
re important that the spinning reserve must be fully capable of I

s tisfying, within a reasonable time period, the system loss of load due Ito
o tages of generation or other facilities.

There are two basic areas of generating capacity reliability

e aluation, static reserve planning and operating reserve studies. Con-

devoted in the past to apply probability

static capacity planning problem. The first

m§lJ()J:'1962[1]. Thi,per on spinning reserve evaluation, however, appeared in



capacity reliability problem was also considered in a recent

papers. In this approach, the time into the future is used fori
.. [9 10 11 112]outage probabilities of the generating equ ipment

' , ,
..

There is some confusion between different systems as to the defini�ion
I

spinning reserves. Some power companies include rapid start gas turbipe
u its, interruptible loads and even hot reserve in this category. I A__ I

L- I
T',_._..... ._c.accepted definition of spinning �::::r'\T: �s the rotating capacitr

at all times to satisfy the unforeseen
c ang_::;_�,t��,,�yg,�)II,Joa� and also,to satisf* .. the probable loss of some IIIerat�<:''!!:E�.�.!Y, without illlPa.iriIlg ?ystelll frequency and tie line

The work detailed in the author's M,Sc, thesis["j and in thitthe different standby generation types and

2.

p per considered two aspects, the loss of some generating capacity in th

fo eseeable future and the load forecast uncertainty. A later paper

monstrated the practical application of this approach to the Manitoba

The concept of including a single partial generating unit

in the analysis was introduced in a 1968 paper[3]. More

area was continued in the author's M. Sc.. thesi s [4]. The 1
w developments outlined in this thesis included multiple partial outagd

a alysis[5,6], effect of rapid start and hot reserve units [7] and the

termination of spinning reserves in interconnected systems[8]. The

their effects on the system capacity model.

generation can be generally divided into the following

(i) Standby hydro units - available in less than a minute,

(ii) Rapid start gas turbine units - can be started and fully
loaded within about five minutes,
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(iii) Hot reserve units (thermal units with banked boilers) - can

be started and loaded in about one hour,

r liability level is the most desirable schedule. The quantity of avail

s andby generation can vary considerably over the course of a day. A ne
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it conunitment technique has been developed by which all the stanrlby

r sources over the scheduling period can be incorporated into the

r liability analysis leading to a reliable optimal schedule. All the

chniques developed in this thesis have been applied to practical

wer system models from the Saskatchewan Power Corporation (S.P.C.)

stem and the Manitoba Hydro (M.H.) System.

The reliability criterion must respond to the factors which

a tually affect the reliability of the .sys tem , The application of

lity mathematics is the most suitable method for consistent evaluation

these factors. Reliability and;economics of daily generation cannot

considered as two separate entities. The economic optimal schedule d

adopted if it satisfies the minimum reliability standards. The least

c stly adjustments that must be made:in the economic schedule to satisfy the

r liability techniques for operating capacity assessment together with

s me related economic system analysis is examined and presented in detail

this thesis.



2. REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Introduction

The first papers[1,2] in thi? area were mainly concerned with

e aluating the probabilities associated with the loss of generating

c pacity and of unforeseen deviations in the forecast load. A 1968

p per introduced the use of Markov processes for calculation of the

t ansient probabilities and proposed the use of a single derated

m del[3]. The calculation of transient outage probabilities for multi-

d rated generating units and their inclusion into the generation model

w s outlined in recent publications[S,6]. The incorporation of rapid

s art gas turbine units and hot reserve units into the generation model

w s introduced in another paper[7]. Reliability calculation techniques

i two interconnected systems and in radially connected systems were

a so recently developed[4,8]. Some work in the operating capacity reli

a ility area was also done by using the lead time into the future for

c lculating security or unreliability functions. Patton suggested this

IS curity funct.i.ontas the probability of a breach of system security at

t mes in the near-term future given a known operating condition at the

t me calculations are made[9].
Spinning reserve· has been defined in Chapter 1 as the extra

c pacity available at all times to satisfy the unforeseen changes in the

s stem load without impairing the system frequency, tie line regulation

.u d to protect against the probable loss of operating capacity. It is

t h» di f'f'e renc e between the on-line capacity and the system load at any

III mente Various standby generation types which can influence the actual

q antity of spinning reserve have been listed in Chapter 1.

5
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2 2 Terms Used in Operating Reserve Studies

A few terms which are very essential for an appreciation of the

o erating reserve problem are explained below:

this time may be less than a minute and for hydro units in

Lead Time - This is the time required to start, synchronize and

load sharing for a particular generating unit. For a thermal

this time is of the order of 4 to 24 hours depending upon the

unit and the length of time since it last operated. For

e pumping mode this time may be in the order of five minutes. Gas

bine units require about five minutes to be fully loaded from a cold

condition.

Statistics Used - The basic statistics used in operating reserve I
dies are different from those used in static reserve planning studies. I

I
the operating reserve case, it is assumed that there is always suffici�nt

I
erating capacity available within the system to meet the load demands. !

!

It is therefore only a matter of time before this additional capacity can I
be brought into service. The probability used in this case is the probab�litY
th t a certain generating capacity will be lost and not replaced by addit�onal

ge eration within the required lead time. This statistic has been defined

[13]as the outage replacement rate (O.R.R.) .

Risk Level - The probability that the system generation will just

me t or fail to meet the system load demand. This risk level is also

re erred to as the 'insecurity level,[9].
Standard Risk Level - This is the designed maximum allowable risk

Ie el, which should not be exceeded at any time. This has also been

re'erred to as the 'maximum tolerable insecurity level' [10].
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.3 Load Forecast Uncertainty

Estimates of the expected hourly loads must be made before the

of each scheduling period. It has been observed that some devia-

ions always exist between the forecast and the actual loads. The load

orecast errors can be attributed to the following reasons:

1. Random behaviour of the system loads

2. Loads are weather sensitive. Weather forecasts cannot always

be completely accurate. The system is spread over a large area coutaini g

weather patterns and the loads behave non-linearly to weather

The standard deviation of load forecast uncertainty is a funct i.on

the forecast lead time. More accurate load forecasts can be made as

e lead time into the future decreases. Load forecast uncertainty is

a function of the analytical effort exerted, however, it cannot be

creased beyond a certain residual value depending upon the system

c aracteristics. A brief review of the load forecasting methods is

g ven at the end of this chapter.

2 4 Risk Level Determination

The statistics used for spinning reserve studies are the probabil�ties
I

o the operating units failing and not being replaced by some other capa9ity
!

w thin the lead time. By using the transient probabilities (O.R.R. IS) f1ra 1 the operating units, capacity outage probability tables can be I
I

veloped for a given generating schedule. The capacity outage prObabi1�ty
t ble gives the probabilities of losing various amounts of generat�on.

is table can be easily developed with the help of a digital computer

ogram.
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Let A(x) = Capacity outage in MW

P(x) = Probability of· loss of capacity A(x) or more

CA = Operating Capacity

If no load forecast uncertainty exists, the spinning reserve can

be directly evaluated from the capacity outage probability table. The

av ilable capacity can be obtained by subtracting the capacity outage

el ment from the operating capacity. The risk level for any load LA is

th probability that the generating .capacity will be just sufficient or

fa'l to meet the load demand. The risk level is P(x) wnen (CA - A(x))

is equal to or just less than LA.

If some deviation exists between the forecast load and the actual

d this forecast load can be represented by several load values each

ha ing a probability of -existence. Load forecast uncertainty is usually

nd to be normally distributed[2]. The normal distribution curve can

approximated by a histogram. It has been observed that negligible

er or is created by using a 7 step histogram or by using a more accurate

step histogram. The total risk for a particular forecast load and

erating condition is the summation of the products of the probability

the availaple capacity just carrying or failing to carry the load and

probability that the load will be at that particular value. The

of load forecast uncertainty in general is to increase the risk levels

or the reserve requirements at a designated risk level.

2. Inclusion of Derated States into the Analysis

The concept of derated states was introduced by Biggerstaff and

kson in a 1968 publication[3]. The model proposed in this paper

a ingle derated state and is shown in Figure 2.1. The inclusion of this
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state implies that due to some physical or environmental limitations,

t e unit is not able to deliver its full output. The use of Markov

p ocesses for calculating the transient outage probabilities was also

i troduced in the same paper.

a, b, c, d, e, f are departure rates

Figure 2.1 Biggerstaff & Jackson I s Three State Model for
a Generating Unit

The expressions resulting from the solution of the simultaneous

differential equations generated from this model are very com-

plicated even for such a simple model. Large generating units suffer a

nu ber of partial outages and the resulting simultaneous linear diff-

erential equations cannot be used to find a general solution.

Billinton [14] suggested a simplified state space model for the three

te model assuming that the lead time is small as compared to the

air time of the unit. In a small lead time, it is not possible to

the unit back to the higher capacity state. The simplified state

model is shown in Figure 2.2.
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(a , b ,f,) are departure rates

Figure 2.2 Billinton's Modified Three State Model

resulting equations can be solved easily and the method can be

ended to find similar non repairable unit O.R.R.'s for units having

a umber of derated states.

The size of conventional base load generating equipment has

reased considerably in the past decade. These units require a large

ntity of auxiliary equipment and may not be able to develop full

ra ed capacity due to outages of boilers and auxiliaries such as pul-

ve izers, inductio� draft fans, circulating water pumps, etc. Fuel

lity limitations may also cause excessive slagging which can reduce

maximum unit output by five to ten percent. Environmental conditions

ca also be responsible for a reduction in the plant capacity due to

al ering the fuel quality, pollution, or by causing other limitations on

th equipment. SOllie of these factors can be closely predicted for t hc

ne: t twenty-four hours, and if the system has sufficient installed

ca acity, predictable deratings do not .cause serious operational

,
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di Deratings normally range from five to fifty percent of

th unit capacity. Of the unit auxiliaries which are 100% redundant,
th probability of one auxiliary failing while the other is being repaired
is extremely small. Such auxiliaries do not, therefore, normally cause

fo deratings.

The development of an equivalent generation model for a 200 MW

rating unit is given as an example. Assume the unit to have the .

owing components causing dominant outages[6].
3 feed water pumps

3 circulating water pumps

2 induction draft fam

,2 forced draft fans

5 pulverizers

1 boiler

1 turbine

There are 17 main components causing dominant outages giving rise

to 17
- 1 possible outage conditions. Assuming the transitions to the

erent states to be a stationary Markov process, the state space

dia ram becomes unwieldy. This diagram can be simplified by omitting the

ssible states and merging the identical component outages. The identi-

cal capacity outage states can be lumped together using a recursive

oach[15].

A. =

1

n

E A.
k=l 1k

m n

f. = E L f.
1kjl 1=1 k=l 101
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ere

A. = Availability of ith group of merged states1

A· = Availability of the state ik1k

f .. = Frequency of transfers. from the state i to state j1J

m = Number of states in the equal capacity state j

n = Number of states 1n the equal capacity state i.

Testate space diagram with the identical component outages lumped
t gether is shown in Figure 2.3. In this diagram only the transitions

b tween the up state and the various lower capacity states are shown.

o her deratings due to fuel quality restrictions such as sodium in the

c al causing excessive slagging, environmental effects causing deratings
ilure of hydrogen cooling should also be considered[6]. Inclusivn

a 1 these derated states into the capacity model can make the state

d agram quite complicated. The state space model can be reduced to a

m nageable size by merging all the identical capacity states using the

g ven algorithm. A possible equivalent model is shown in Figure 2.4.

Another method of calculating the equivalent transfer rates :nay

used to advantage when sufficient historical data of the unit per-

rmance is available. The calculation of the equivalent transfer rates

the available identical capacity states can be done as follows.

Assume that the transfer rate from the equivalent state i to the

nt state j is desired. State i is composed of n equal capacity states

state j is composed of m equal capacity states.

The equivalent transfer rate from state i to state j is:
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Figure 2.3 Exact State Space Diagram Of The Generating Unit.
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n m

L L T.

d ..
k = 1 Q = 1 1kj$l,=

1J n

L D.
k = 1 1k

T. .
= Number of transfers from the state ik to state j ".1kJ R,

6"

D. = Number of hours the state ik is available.
lk

A stochastic differential probability matrix can be obtained from

Ifinal reduced equivalent model of the generating unit, which represent
I

The order of the I
!equal to the total number of equivalent states, i.e. six

t'si ultaneous linear differential equations will exist for the unit shown

i,Pi It is extremely cumbersome to find a general time dependent

a et of linear simultaneous differential equations.

I

Numerical methods such I
I

as the Runge Kutta method can be applied to find the time dependent solutiqn
I

of these equations. These methods are rather time consuming for units wit�
I

$01 tion for a unit having more than three states.

rna y derated states. This difficulty can be overcome by considering the

continuous Markov process as a discrete one and obtaining the transient

e accurate and the error can be reduced by using a small time interval

for the discrete Markov process
[6]

.

abilities by a matrix multiplication method. This approximation is

When the thermal units are represented by their equivalent derated
...__________.-._-

without considering the

Representing partial outages as full outages results in a

conservative generation model. The correct inclusion of the derated

es into the capacity model may result in either an increase or

ing
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de rease in the risk levels depending upon how the derated states had

pr viously been incorporated. Some care must be exercised when

de eloping the equivalent derated models. Suppose a 50% capacity
au iliary is lost, the loss of a different 50% capacity auxiliary may

or may not result in additional loss of capacity. The correct number of

ou age states merging into an equivalent state should be examined

ca

Studies on the S.P.C. System have indicated that at some designated
ri levels for an operating capacity of 937 MW. spinning reserve require-

me ts may be overestimated to the extent of 55 MW when deratings are

tr ated as full outages[4,6}. For some other designated risk levels, the

di ferences in system load carrying capabilities were not very significant

In general when the deratings are properly included and load forecast

un is present, the load carrying capabilities are appreciably

a given risk level than those obtained by considering thehi

de as full outages. The largest generating units should be

re resented as accurately as possible.

2.6 Incorporation of Variable Lead Time Generation into the Analysis

The statistics used for spinning reserve studies are the time

dependent probabilities or outage replacement rates for the lead times

of old reserve generation. In general the start up times of additional

dby generation are different. A new approach was developed to

rporate the effects of rapid start and hot reserve generation into

anlysis which can be visually appreciated with the help of area

curves [7].
The simple two state Markov model for a generating unit in which

� designate the failure and repair rates can be used to find the
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babilities of finding the unit available or unavailable at some

e t. If the unit is available at time t = 0 and pet) is the

bability of finding the unit on outage at time t:

A
pet) = -

A + ].l
-eA+].l)te

A + ].l

pet) = 0 at t = 0 A

A
pet) = -

A + ].l
at t � � = the unit forced outage rate

Equation A gives the probability of finding the unit on outage

at orne time t given that the unit is available at time t = O. The

pro ability of finding the unit on outage as a function of time can be

exp essed in the form of an area as shown in Figure 2.5, where FeR) is the

ris function having dimensions time-I.

b

F(R)

2 4

T (DELAY TIME IN HOURS)
Figure 2.5 A Single Unit Area Risk Curve.

o

In a spinning reserve study it is often assumed that sufficient

col reserve generation is always available and that it is only a matter

of ime before this capacity is placed in service. If this delay time

is wo hours then the risk is given by the area abcd in Figure 2.5, for

four hours by the area abef. ""'The l�!�'i area out to t = � is equal to the



ge erating unit forced outage rate.

In an actual system. a number of units are operating with addi-

ti generation available after a finite delay time. The types of

standby generation are listed in Chapter 1. The delay time

with various types of generation is given in Section 2.2.

loading rate in these cases is also quite different from that of

al equipment. Loading rates are very important for proper location

operating reserves and are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

time of a conventional thermal unit can be reduced by main

ing the boiler in a banked state. Units in this condition are

des gnated as hot reserve. The increase in cost must be balanced against

the decrease in risk to the system which is a function of the state of

rea iness of the units expressed in the form of delay time. The. thermal

gen rating units just removed from service can also be placed back into

ser ice in about one hour. The role of these units is important in

uni commitment studies.

Consider a theoretical system with eight generating units for

whi h the load requirements dictate that five units must be operated.

Ass me that of the remaining three units, two can be placed in service

aft r four hours and the third requires eight hours notice. The risk

aft r four hours is of having less generation than load with the seven

ava labIe units and after eight hours, of having less generation than

loa with all the units. The area risk curve for this situation is

sho\n in Figure 2.6[7].
The area under the curve at any particular point is dependent

upo two factors, the available generation and the load level. The

18



as umption has been made that the load is a constant value. In actual

(RJ

02468

T (DELAY TIME IN HOURS)

Figure 2.6 Area Risk Curves for Five Units Operating Out of Eight.

ctice when the system load decreases, the generation is also reduced,

ever, in the case of an emergency outage, the unit to be taken off

wi 1 not be removed from service. For decreasing loads, the actual risk

tribution is decreased, and the area risk curve may be truncated at

t point. At any time t = 0, risk is the expected inability of the

tern. generation backed by all the standby resources to meet the

ected load situation. risk curves for seven units operating out

F(R)

024 6 8
T( DEL AY TIME IN HOURS)

Fi uu r cc--

, .,
�. I Area Risk Curves for Seven Hili ts Operating out of Eight.
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o 2 4 6 8
.

T( DEL AY TIME I N HOURS)

Figure 2.8 Area Risk Curves for All the Units Operating.

The number of derated states suffered by the operating units

load forecast uncertainty can be included in the analysis. It can

o� ,!h�elay time associated ��!!!�,!h� ..Ju;ls1iti.2n!!L_�H�:.nt. The risk
---."�'_"""_':''''''''_'''-'''''''�'''''''-"''''�'�''''''''�-�'"'''.''''''''''_'-'''"'' ,.,. ,.

,. .. --

is often negligible after additional cold reserve generation becomes

av ilable.

The area risk curve concepts',.'�an be :'�:Ilto llustrate the effect
-�---- --::-.._-_:::;'

on the risk level of and hot units. Consider a

h othetical system which contains rapid start units capable of being

ly loaded within five minutes. After any emergency condition, the

k function FeR) will decrease to a new value dependent upon the

ntity of rapid start capacity. This condition is shown in Figure 2.9,

delay time for cold reserve generation is assumed to be four hours.

periods t and t are the times required to bring the rapid start and
q a

the conventional thermal equipment into service. If some generation on

hot reserve is also available with a lead time of one hour, the area

risk curve is shown in Figure 2.10.

20



ADDITIONALGENERATION IN

4
T(HOURS)

Figure 2.9 Effect of Rapid Start Units on the Risk Level

1777M--RAPID START GENERATION AVAILABLE

HOT RESERVE UNITS IN

�--ADDITIONALGENERAT ION IN

4
T(HOURS)

Figure 2.10 Effect of Rapid Start and Hot Reserve Units on the
Risk Level.

inite amount of hot reserve available, the effective lead time

wi 1 be one hour.;__The areas for different time periods are the

PI'( ha biLi ti e s obtained from a sequence of capacity outage probability

t a ltl e s .

T
--

I
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2. Models for Peaking Units and the Effect of their Incorporation

into the Capacity Model

A rapid start unit is normally required at a relatively short

ice and at that time can therefore behave in two ways. It can

1 to start, the unit is considered to have failed and is then

cked for faulty components, repaired and either brought into service

required or placed back in the waiting for service mode. A Markov

el of such a system is shown in Figure 2.11[4,7].

FAILS TO START

�t

FAILED

READY FOR
SERVICE

Figure 2.11 State Space Diagram for a Rapid Start Unit

The various transfer rates in this model can be ob_tl!l.!\e(Lirom
the number of transitions betwee!!,,,,!,h,y, "�1,gJ:"�"S,,,",di)JLi.Q,�"g'w,,!?.x�,1!1£,,,E,�,�,,!,���llce·----.....__ •__"'�.,..,·,·_''''...,.'''.,.�''''''''.•._,.''''''''ii''''�_.."...�''''.'R·�''···.··:if·7'·'····:,···,

"

t i �...J!_.!�,:"��ar_�,?,!!,�,,,�J;;,a,t,e.s. Similar models for hot reserve generation

have been developed[7J•
The effect of incorporation of the rapid start generating units is

to educe the on-line operating reserve requirements. Systems with a

tively large quantity of rapid start generation may need operating

rves less than the largest operating unit to satisfy a designated

An empidcal formula cannot be used to accurately determine

22



e on-line reserve requirements. The increase in system load ca.rrying
c pability depends upon the composition of the system, nature and runount

generation available and the probability associated with the

units being unavailable when called into service. Large

can be secured by proper incorporation of the rapid
.s art standby resources into the analysis.

2 8 Interconnected System Reliability Evaluation in Two Systems

The calculation of risk levels in two interconnected system� can

performed very efficiently using the capacity assistance probability
m thod[4,8]. This approach consists of treating the assisting system as

a large multi-kvel unit whose capacities are dependent upon the

s stem composition, operating reserve and transfer capability. The

a sistance unit is a two dimensional array representing the assistance

a d the corresponding probabilities. The table can be converted into

a capacity outage probability table with total capacity equal to the

ximum assistance available and replacing each level of capacity
a ailable by a capacity equal to the maximum assistance minus the actual

assistance. The equivalent single unit can be added to the

c pacity outage probability table for the assisted system. The resulting
c pacity outage probability table can be used to determine the risk

vel in the assisted system[8].
The basic algorithm for this approach is as follows:

System A have

Operating capacity = CA MW

Load = LA MW

Operating reserve SA = CA-LA MW

TOe line transfer capability = TL MW

23



P( ) is the' cumulative outage probability and T(C) is the individual

ou age probability of C MW.

Capacity Outage Probability Table

Capacity Out Cumulative Individual
MW Probability Probability

C = 0 P(Co) T(CO)0

Cl peCl) T(el)
C2 P(C2) T(C2)

C
n

P (C )
n

TeC )
n

Tw cases arise:

Case (a): SA < TL

The equivalent assistance unit of System A is

Capac i ty Out
MW

Probability

T(CO)
T(Cl)

T(C2)

wh re Ck is less than Or equal to TL.

Case (b): SA > TL

Let CL = SA - TL

Th equivalent assistance unit of System A is:

24



Capacity Out Probability
MW

C CL = 0 1 - peC 1) where C = CLm m+ m

C - C TeC 1)m+l L m+

C - C T(C 2)m+2 L m+

Where m indicates the position in the capacity outage probability

Ie of the assisting system at which the capacity outage is CL MW.

number of steps in the equivalent assistance unit of System A is k.

This algorithm has been modified to incorporate the effect of

tie line forced outage probability[4,8]. The approach has also

n modified to include multiple tie lines connecting two systems into

analysis[4]. The transfer capability of a tie line may also depend

n certain conditions within the system. Weather and environmental

co ditions also affect the transmission capatlility. It may not be

po sible to adequately represent the tie line transfer capability by a

si gle value due to the nature of the spinning reserve problem. The

ti line deratings have been included into the analysis using a

babilistic model for the tie line outages [4] .

These concepts have been applied to practical systems using the

S .. C. System and M.H. System generation models[4.8]. The most important

tors affecting the interconnection benefits in the order of their

25



Tree systems were used for these studies and it was observed that the

r liability benefits depend upon the position of the system to a great

e tent[4]. The system located in the centre of a three system radial

c nnection secures the maximum benefits of the interconnections.

.

I
2.9 Short Term Security Evaluation Using a Conditional Probability APpro�ch

Patton[9] defined a security function as a means of assessing
I

(i) Operating reserve in the assisting system.

(ii) Tie line transfer capability.

(iii) Tie line forced outage probability.

(iv) Load forecast uncertainty in the assisting and the assisted

systens.

Risk levels were also calculated for radially connected systems.

h ur-to-hour operation on a probabilistic basis. A breach of security

i defined to be some intolerable or undesirable operating conditiJn.

T e security function is given as follows:

Set) = l: P. (t) Q. (t )1 1

P. (t) = probability that the system is in state i at time t.1

Q. (t) = probability that the state i constitutes a breach of1

security at time t.

The value of S (t ) is calculated by summing all possible system

In order to reduce the computational effort, however, only a

11 number of outage states are used.

26

when some load forecast uncertainty exists in the future load. If

The Q. (t) function is a probabil ty1

forecasts are perfect, Q.(t) will assume a value of either zero or
].

A recent paper introduced the modification of the security function

include transient breaches of security[lO]. Calculation of derated

te probabilities with non exponential residence times in various statel
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a d the models of standby generators were also published in recent

p

The concepts contained in this set of papers suffer from

f ture, as the lead time for calculating the transient probabilities,

g ves little indication of how well the system will react to any

c ntingency. The security functions Set) can be calculated much more

m

No practical examples showing the use of these methods are given
1 papers. The methods given in the papers are also very difficult

t apply in calculating the transient probabilities of a unit with many

2.10 Load Forecasting Methods

A number of papers have appeared on the short term load fore-

. [16 17 18 19]c stlng problem ' , ,
. Earlier efforts were mainly concerned with

performing regression studies between the load data and a number of pre

s lected weather variables[16]. Such a method works well if any unusual

unexplainable variations in normal base load are absent. It has been

nd that in general, the daily behaviour of the total system load

J:n "jJL1�11l�1.....!<?<:t"�.•.l'.�!.!�!.E.:_. . .. '"
�, ......

d of the corresponding day of the
.. �p:r:e.v.:�i�o�u�s__w��e.. e:�k;... ,�a.n:��d� ...�.��u=.s�,t��m.:..e�,n..t.�.5... ,.a.=r'Me"=..,,.'t�_'".

based the actual

temperature, wind, cloud density--+---_.-._,,-. ,." ,." " .. , .. ,."
,." .. ,., .,.' ,

etc. The load

ecast accuracy is dependent upon accurate weather forecasts. The



I mitation of these studies is that the future IDad models cannot be

p edicted exactly from the past load behaviour. In other studies weather

i formation has been ignored and an adaptive time-series approach has

b d t d[17,18,19]en a op e .

m del as a linear combination of known functions of time and a noise

The observed load can be represented by the following general

.

[18]c mponent .

T -

x(t) :: a f(t) + €(t)

m

aCt) :: a column vector of estimates of "n" locally constant
coefficients.

f(t) :: a column vector of "n" linearly independent functions of
time called fitting functions.

e (t) :: uncorrelated, normally distributed random variables with
zero mean and constant variance (white noise).

Christiaanse[18] selected the model as the sum of suitably chosen

A recent paper appeared which uses an adaptive weather load

to utilize the weather forecast information and an adaptive

28

m to utilize the historical load data in making the statistically
o timum load forecasts [20] . The non-linear relation of temperature to

I

t

was also considered in this paper. Considerable work is required

area to produce a method which is fast and accurate. Since load

scheduling period, forecasts for the peak should be the most accurate

are needed for optimum unit commitment during the next

e power system, the area over which the system is spread and nature of

secure maximum possible 'economy. Depending upon the composition of

loads, the most suitable load forecasting technique can be adopted

This chapter has illustrated the basic concepts of the Operating
reserve problem and the work already available in this field. Further

de elopments are outlined in the subsequent chapters.



I
resentations is depen�ent upon the forced outage prObabilities. of l. . [4,21]

. .t i e li.ne . Tie line deratings can also be taken into consd.der'at I n

techniques [4 J. The application of these concepts was

Io illustrated on tree connected systems [4] . The general approach to

3. SPINNING RESERVE EVALUATION IN MULTI-SYSTEMS

3. Introduction

The application of probability methods to generating capacity

rating reserve studies in interconnected systems has been demon

ated in a recent publication[8]. In this paper, �he effects of

d forecast uncertainty and the consideration of unit derating levels

we e included in the two system interconnection studies. The concepts

we e illustrated by application to Saskatchewan Power Corporation (�:.P.C.)

Manitoba Hydro (M.H.) system models. This paper also presented a

ge eral approach to interconnection studies in which the assistirtg
tern is represented by an equivalent multi-level assistance unit. This

ivalent reflects the units in operation, the available reserve in the

isting system and the existing transfer capability between the two

The transfer capability may not be a constant value as is

used in system planning studies but may vary with the system

The transfer capability may be contained in several tie

in a single tie line. The difference between the two

29

is illustrated in this chapter.

erconnection assistance has been extended to multiple system configurat ons

The amount of operating reserve carried by a system is affected

by the type of agreement which exists between that system and its inter-

co nected associates. In certain cases, the agreement may be restricted



by a contracted maximum value and in another case, two systems may

sh re the difficulties encountered by one of them. The system

re ponse will of course be dictated by the operating capacity and the

sy tern configuration. The moral and contractual limitations will then

di tate the need for emergency procedures such as selective load

sh and voltage reduction, etc. This chapter gives the techniques

by which any type of agreement governing the emergency assistance can

be incorporated into the analysis.

A multiple connected configuration gives rise to many problems

st mming from the number of alternatives in which the assistance can be

Determination of the most reliable method in which emergencysu

as istance can be dispatched, in a complex configuration, is obviously

a ery difficult optimization problem. Suitable paths of routing the

as istance can, however, be found out quite easily from the system

co figuration, the transfer capability of the tie lines involved and

th wheeling capability of the various systems.

Methods have been developed by which multiple inter-connection

problems can be solved systematically. The procedure is not exact,

ho it will give a high degree of accuracy and will also permit the

im lications of various types of agreement to be incorporated in the

an lysis. A number of suggestions which help in breaking up complicated

in erconnected system configurations are given. These suggestions help

to evolve a procedure for a particular configuration and then break

ce links depending upon the operating conditions. Certain othe-r

can also be incorporated in the operating reserve studies,fa

Th se include the prior agreements regarding the continuous dispatch
_ . t21]of ;1 s s istauce from one system to the other .
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3.2 Notation Used

S = Equivalent generation model of System S after incorporatione

of assistance from other systems.

S = Equivalent assistance unit of System S.
a

T = S + T = S + T
e a a

= Equivalent generation model of System T after assistance

from System S has been incorporated into it.

R = S + T + R = T + S + R
e a a a a

= Equivalent assistance units from systems Sand T are added

to System R. The order of addition does not matter. Other

terms are explained when used.

3.3 Effect of Various Types of Agreement

A number of agreement types may exist between the various systems

det rmining the flow of emergency assistance. Some of them are

dis ussed in this section.

(i) Maximum Assistance Agreement:

and then moving to more involved ones. Consider two systems A and B

The approach is illustrated by dealing first with simple configurat

int rconnected with a tie line as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

A = B + A
e a

B = A + B
e a

Two Systems Interconnected with a Tie Line.
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It is assumed that when System A is being considered, probabilities

of apacity deficiencies in System B do not decrease the reliability of

is

The case when risk levels in System B are being considered

Consider three systems A, Band C connected by two tie lines as

in Figure 3.2. When System A is being considered, System B can

the intervening System B before it can assist System A.

ctly help it, System C must satisfy the capacity deficiencies in

Figure 3.2 Three Systems Interconnected in a Simple Configuration.

A = (C + B) + A
e a a

B = C + A + B
e a a

C = (A + B) + C
e a a

When the risk levels in System A are being determined, System B

wil preferentially assist System A over System C in this type of agrcc-

men System B can receive assistance from both systems A and C in

all cases. Not considering negative margins in the assisting systems

nec ssarily implies that the negative margins of these systems do not

dec ease their assistance to the assisted system. The assisting systems

tak a direct route for helping the assisted system. In this approach,

det rmined in one system at a time. This is equivalent to a hypothetical

dealing with a larger number of systems, the risk level s are

agr ement which assumes that the system under consideration for risk

lev 1 calculations is assisted to the maximum extent. Positive operating
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rna in the other systems increase the system reliability, however,

negative margins in these systems do not cause a decrease. This

is o$sibly an optimistic assumption. It does, however, lead to a

tively simple procedure. Other agreements can be imposed on

general procedure.

o

Tao

r
A B c

Figure 3.3 Four Systems Interconnected in a Tree Configuration.

gen ration models with this type of agreement can be obtained as follows:

For the simple configuration shown in Figure 3.3, the equivalent

A = (C + D + B) + A
e a a a

B A + D + C + B
e a a a

C (A + D + B) + C
e a a a

D = (A + C + B) + D
e a a a

Cii Negative Margins also Included:

In the type of agreement discussed above, one system would assist

the other if possible but would not share in the assisted system diffi-

cuI ies. If the two systems agree to share the difficulty then both the

pos·tive and negative margins must be included. Consider Figure 3.4,

the various system generation models after incorporating the assistance

are
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,

A = (B + A)e a

.� TeA I,A B

Figure 3.4 Two Systems Interconnected with a Tie Line.

in Figure 3.4 indicates the tie line transfer capability from

tern j to System k.

B is a two stage assistance unit in which the positive marginsa

limited by Tba and the negative margins by Tab.
In the same manner

,

B = (A + B)e a

Th algorithm for the development of equivalent generation model is

gi en below:
B

A (
a
min (ORb TAB' TBA TAB) A) TAB

= + + + -

e

A
B (

a
min (OR TSA' TAB TBA) B) TBA

= + + + -

e a

OR is the operating reserve margin in system j .

The derivation 0

these expression
is briefly illu
trated in Append x 5.

To compute the expression, an assistance unit having a capacity I
to the operating reservein System B plus the transfer capability fro�

to System B, is added to the generation model of System A. The

imum capa'bilityof this assistance unit is TAB + TBA, because System B

dispatch more assistance than TBA. A unit having capacity equal

and a zero forced outage rate is subtracted from the equivalent

eration model of System A. These expressions are valid when the

line forced outage rate is zero. The expressions can however, be

ified to incorporate the forced outage rate. The error in using these
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wh

equations arises because the reliability is neither improved nor decreased

the tie line is out. A perfect unit of size TBA cannot be subtracted

the tie line is out. Let Ae be the equivalent generation model of
a

System A when the tie line is available. ATAB is the availability of

the tie line and A is the generation model of System A. The final

equivalent generation model (Af) of System A in the case of an imperfect

tie line is:

ass' stance to a certain value depending upon the operating conditions or

A = A
f e

a

To illustrate the effect of these two forms of agreement, the

levels were calculated from two practical systems. Results

given in Table 3.1 for both types of agreement.

Other Types of Agreement

Certain systems may have mutual agreements limiting the maximum

the availability of a particular unit etc. etc. Other types of

ra io. Many other types of agreement exist. Reliability studies

ement may allow the systems to share their negative margins in some

lving any type of agreement, can be performed for two systems, in

cases individual probabilities of various events will have to be

idered and the computations may increase considerably. The computat

become very involved for a configuration which involves many systems.

3.4 The Effects of Including Negative Margins in a Practical System

Cor oration (S.P.C.) System generation models were utilized to illustrate

The Manitoba Hydro (M.H.) System and the Saskatchewan Power

the difference in risk levels due to the inclusion of the negative margins

in he assisting system. The operating capacity levels in the M.B. System
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and the S.P.C. System were maintained at 1479.4 MW and 1270 MW respectivel

The tie line transfer capability was assumed to be 135 MW. Outage

rep acement rates (O.R.R. IS) for a four hour lead time were considered

in oth systems. Risk levels in the S.P.C. System as assisted by the

M.H. System were determined. These results are given in Table 3.1. The

tie line was considered to have a forced outage probability of 0.0, 0.01,

and 0.05 and the risk levels in each case were computed with and

wit out the inclusion of negative margins. The Manitoba Hydro peak

loa s were maintained at 1384.4 MW, 1364.4 MW, 1344.4 MW and 1324.4 MWand

e results are given in Tables 3.1(a), 3.l(b), 3.1(c) and 3.1(d)

res ectively. As expected, the S.P.C. system risk levels were signi-

fic ntly higher when the M.H. System negative margins are included. It

be seen from Table 3.1 that the operating reserve in the assisting

sys em largely dictates the differences in the risk levels when the

neg tive margins are included. The difference in the risk levels decreases

whe the operating reserves in the assisting systems are larger than the

tie line transfer capability. The results also illustrate the effect of

the tie line forced outage probability on the risk levels in the S.P.C.

Sys em for both types of agreement.



Table 3.1(a)

Effect of Including M.H. Negative Margins on S.P.C. Risk Levels

S.P.C. Operating Capacity = 1270 MW
M.H. Operating Capacity = 1479.4 MW

Risk Levels in S.P.C. System for Load in MW

M.H. Peak Load = 1384.4 MW

S.P.C. Risk At Tie Line Forced Outage Probability of
Load Level 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05
MW With No

Assistance (i) (ii) (i) (ii) Ci) (ii) (i) (ii)

1110 .00018150 .00000787 .00006335 .00000960 .00006454 .00001134 .00006572 .00001655 .00006926
1120 .00025625 .00000980 .00007981 .00001227 .00008157 .00001473 .00008334 .00002213 .00008863
1130 .00400918 .00007213 .00008644 .00011150 .00012567 .00015087 .00016490 .00026898 .00028258
1140 .00405197 .00007596 .00017111 .00011572 .00020991 .00015548 .00024873 .00027476 .00036515
1150 .00407551 .00008141 .00018587 .00012135 .00022476 .00016129 .00026366 .00028112 .00038034
1160 .00408907 .00014237 .00026110 .00018184 .00029937 .00022131 .00033766 .00033971 .00045250
1170 .00421025 .00018633 .00032508 .00022567 .00036392 .00026681 .00040278 .00038753 .00051933
1180 .00441880 .00019574 .00054271 .00023797 .00058146 .00028020 .00062023 .00040690 .00073651
1190 .00469170 .00025507 .00082198 .00028943 .00086067 .00034380 .00089938 .00047690 .00101546
1200 .01052608 .00045105 .00095945 .00055180 .00105511 .00065255 .00115078 .00095480 .00143778
1210 .01736546 .00069739 .00126697 .00086407 .00142795 .00103075 .00158894 .00153080 .00207190
1220 .01780583 .00092901 .00186893 .00109778 .00202829 .00126655 .00218767 .00177285 .00266578
1230 .01958255 .00439079 .00586331 .00454271 .00600050 .00469463 .00613770 .00515038 .00654928
1240 .03565500 .00479471 .00682167 .00510331 .00711001 .00541192 .00739834 .00633772 .00826335
1250 .05196159 .00511491 .01762863 .00558337 .01797196 .00605184 .01831529 .00745724 .01934529
1260 .07463413 .00570094 .02046692 .00639027 .02100860 .00707961 .02155027 .00914760 .02317530
1270 1.00000000 .02115634 .021156341 .03094478 .03094478 .040733:21 .04073321 .07009846 .07009846

Ci) Negative Margins Not Included
(ii) Negative Margins Included

--�
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.......



Table 3.1(b)

Effect of Including M.H. Negative Margins on S.P.C. Risk Levels

S.P.C. Operating Capacity = 1270 MW
M.H. Operating Capacity = 1479.4 MW

Risk Levels in S.P.C. System for Load in MW

M.H. Peak Load = 1364.4 MW

S.P.C.
Risk At Tie Line Forced OUtage Probability of

Load
Level

0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05With No
MW

Assistance (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

1110 .00018150 .00000709 .00001291 .00000883 .00001459 .00001057 .00001628 .00001581 .00002131
1120 .00025625 .00000882 .00001798 .00001130 .00002037 .00001377 .00002275 .00002119 .00002987
1130 .00400918 .00005834 .00006520 .00009785 .00010464 .00013736 .00014408 .00025588 .00026237
1140 .00405197 .00007030 .00008691 .00011011 .00012656 .00014993 .00016621 .00026938 .00028513
1150 .00407551 .00007317 .00013640 .00011319 .00017580 .00015322 .00021518 .00027329 .00033332
1160 .00408907 .00007653 .00017111 .00011665 .00021030 .00015678 .00024947 .00027715 .00036698
1170 .00421025 .00008337 .00018587 .00012464 .00022612 .00016591 .00026635 .00028971 .00038705
1180 .00441880 .00014734 .00026110 .00019006 .00030268 .00023277 .00034425 .00036091 .00046895
1190 .00469170 .00019366 .00032508 .00023864 .00036875 .00028362 .00041240 .00041856 .00054337
1200 .01052608 .00027699 .00054271 .00037984 .00064255 .00048197 .00074237 .00078944 .00104184
1210 .01736546 .00044545 .00082198 .00061465 .00098742 .00078385 .00115285 .00129145 .00164912
1220 .01780583 .00056687 .00095945 .00073926 .001l2792 .00091165 .00129637 .00142882 .00180174
1230 .01958255 .00072835 .00126697 .00091689 .00145013 .001l0543 .00163328 .00167106 .00218272
1240 .03565500 .001l9154 .00186893 .00156318 .00220680 .00188081 .00254465 .00291471 .00355820
1250 .05196159 .00488054 .00586331 .00535135 .00632429 .00582216 .00678527 .00723459 .00816819
1260 .07463413 .005'40979 .00682167 .00610204 .00749981 .00679428 .00817792 .00887100' .01021226
1270 1.00000000 .01762864 .01762864 .02745235 .02745235 .03727607 .03727697 .066747131 .06674713

(i) Negative Margins in M.H. System Not Included

Cii) Negative Margins in M.H. System Included

,
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Table 3.1(c)

on

S.P.C. Operating Capacity = 1270 MW
M.H. Operating Capacity = 1479.4 MW

Risk Levels in S.P.C. System for Load in MW

M.H. Peak Load = 1344.4 MW

Risk
At Tie Line Forced Outage Probability of

S.P.C.
Level 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05Load

MW i With No
Assistance (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

1110 .00018150 .00000180 .00000461 .00000360 .00000638 .00000540 .00000814 .00001079 .00001347
1120 .00025625 .00000289 .00000665 .00000543 .00000915 .00000796 .00001l64 .00001556 .00001915
1130 .00400918 .00001084 .00001311 .00005082 .00005308 .00009081 .00009303 .00021076 .00021294
1140 .00405197 .00001459 .00002053 .00005497 .00006086 .00009534 .00010116 .00021646 .00022212
1150 .00407551 .00005862 .00006854 .00009879 .00010862 .00013896 .00014868 .00025946 .00026891
1160 .00408907 .00007054 .00008691 .00011072 .00012695 .00015091 .00016695 .00027146 .00028704
1170 .00421025 ".00007333 .00013640 .00011470 .00017715 .00015607 .00021787 .00028017 .00034011
1180 .00441880 .00007751 .00017111 .00012093 .00021360 .00016434 .00025606 .00029458 .00038352
1190 .00469170 .00008512 .00018586 .00013119 .00023093 .00017725 .00027598 .00031545 .000411H
1200 .01052608 .00015395 .00026110 .00025767 .00036376 .00036140 .00046639 .00067256 .00077437
1210 .01736546 .00020993 .00032507 .00038149 .00049549 .00055304 .00066588 .00106761 .00117711
1220 .01780583 .00031832 .00054271 .00049319 .00071535 .00066807 .00088797 .00119270 .00140588
1230 .01958255 .00044928 .00082198 .00064061 .00100960 .00083194 .00119719 .00140594 .00176003
1240 .03565500 .00058735 .00095945 .00093802 .00130642 .00128870 .00165336 .00234073 .00269425
1250 .05196159 .00086213 .00126697 .00137312 .00177393 .00188412 .00228086 .00341710 .0038017;
1260 .07463413 .00131318 .00186893 .00204639 .00259659 .00277960 .00332423 .00497923 .00550721
1270 1.00000000 .00586331 .00586330 .01580467 .01580467 .02574604 .02574604 .05557014 .05557014

I
(i) Negative Margins Not Included
(ii) Negative Margins Included
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Table 3.1(d)

Negafive-MargIns on S.P.C. Risk Levels

S.P.C. Operating Capacity = 1270 MW
M.H. Operating Capacity = 1479.4 MW

Risk Levels in S.P.C. System for Load in MW

M.H. Peak Load = 1326.4 MW

S.P.C.
Risk At Tie Line Forced Outage Probability of

Load
Level

0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05With No

I
MW

Assistance (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

1110 .00018150 .00000107 .00000269 .00000287 .00000447 .00.000467 .00000625 .00001010 .00001163
1120 .00025625 .00000140 .00000352 .00000395 .00000605 .00000650 .00000857 .00001414 .00001616
1130 .00400918 .0.0000702 .00000830 .00004705 .00004831 .00008707 .00008831 .00020713 .00020835
1140 .00405197 .00000866 .00001174 .00004910 .00005214 .00008953 .00009253 . 00021083 .00021375 .

1150 .00407551 .00001100 .00001487 .00005165 .00005547 .00009229 .00009607 .00021423 .00021790.
1160 .00408907 .00001479 .00002070 .00005553 .00006138 .00009627 .00010206 .00021850 .00022412
1170 .00421025 .00005933 .00006919 .00010084 .00011060 .00014235 .00015200 .00026687 .00027624

'

1180 .00441880 .00007178 .00008797 .00011525 .00013129 .00015872 .00017458 .00028913 .00030451
1190 .00469170 .00007523 .00013802 .00012140 .00018356 .00016756 .00022908 .00030605 .00036571
1200 .01052680 .00010257 .00019352 .00020681 .00029685 .00031104 .00040016 .00062375 .00071015
1210 .01736546 .00012885 .00022274 .00030122 .00039418 .00047359 .00056558 .00099068 .00107988
1220 .01780583 .00017608 .00027847 .00035238 .00045375 .00052868 .00062901 .00105757 .00115484
1230 .01958255 .00025036 .00036443 .00044318 .00055662 .00063701 .00074878 .00121697 .00132534
1240 .03565500 .00041518 .00063028 .00076757 .00.098054 .00111997 .00133076 .00217717 .00238152
1250 . .05196159 .00061384 .0.0.0.96760 .00112731 .00147754 .00164079 .00198746 .00318122 .00351729
1260 .07463413 .00083279 .00118107 .00157080 .00191560 .00230881 .00265011 .00452285 .00485372
1270 1.00000000 .04821447 .04821447 .01477325 .01477325 .02472504 .02472504 .05458039 .05458039

(i) Negative Margins Not Included
(ii) Negative Margins Included
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Three Systems Interconnected in a Ring Fashion3.

The basic configuration in a multiple interconnected system is a

ri type one involving three systems as shown in Figure 3.5.

�c
c

Figure 3.5 Three Systems Interconnected in a Ring Fashion.

Each system now has two possible assistance paths. The effect of

the second path is to release some capacity assistance otherwise locked in

due to transmission inadequacy. When the directly connected tie line can

y the entire available assistance, the other tie line may not con-

ute significantly to the system reliability. This can be seen by

idering the case in which System A is being assisted by System B. If

the operating reserve in System B is less than TBA, the entire assistance

I
I

The I
pas ibility of negative capacity margins in System C must also be considere�.

I
ass· stance to System A. System C can assist System A directly over tie linel

I
I

can be directed over the line TAB. The alternate path TBC is also

ava·lable but the assistance is dependent upon the availability of two

ser·es lines and modified by the limitations oflinesTBC and TCA.

Fig re 3.6 shows in a slightly different form the two parallel paths for
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Figure 3.6 Another Way of Depicting a Three System
Interconnection.

rithm, which can be utilized to solve the loop type three inter-

If further assistance is available, it could possibly be routed via tie

lines TCB and TBA.
This approach leads to a relatively simple but reasonably exact

ected system configuration assuming that the system under consideratio

is eing assisted to the maximum 'possible extent. The negative margin

by ystems Band C. The operating reserve margins in systems Band Care

cts of the assisting systems on the assisted system can also be

rporated using the approach outlined in Section 3.3.

The possible conditions existing in the three systems can be

esented by four cases in which System A is considered to be assisted

ted by ORCb) and ORCC) ,

(a): Operating reserves in both systems are less than their respective

ecting tie lines,
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Ci) Perfect tie lines TBA and TCA:
If both tie lines TBA and TCA are perfect, tie line TBC will not

ct the reliability of System A. The system can be effectively

ced to that shown in Figure 3.7.

B C

Figure 3.7 Reduced Model of Three System Configuration.

No assistance will be dispatched via tie line TBC and the negative

mar ins of systems Band C will not affect the interconnection assistance.

Therefore maximum assistance possible to System A:: ORCb) + OR(c)
and A = B + C + A.

e a a

Cii Imperfect tie lines TBA and TCA:
Tie lines TBA and TCA will not always be available and tie line

TBC will affect the reliability of System A under these conditions.

The effective assistance to System A from each of the two assisting

ems is comprised of two parts. When the directly connected tie line

is vailable, it will be used for dispatching the assistance. When this

is out, some assistance can be routed over the path TBG' The

rves in the other assisting system affect the reliability of the

assistance when it is routed over TBC'

Fj k = Fo rc.cd outage p.robab i l i.ty of tic 1 inc Tj k'
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1 � Fjk = availability of tie line Tjk.
S [1 F J = equivalent assistance unit of System S as modifieda nm

by the forced outage probability of line nm.

System A receives assistance via line TCA when either System C is

assisting or System B is assisting and line TBA is out. Similarly line

TB is used.

The equivalent generation model of System A is:

The extent of the increase in assistance due to the presence of tie

lin TBC depends upon the tie line forced outage probabilities and the

ope ating reserves in systems Band C. The higher the tie line forced

out ge probabilities, the greater the increase in reliability wi 11 be due

to ine TBC' A lower operating reserve in one of the assisting systems

wil increase the difference in reliability due to the additional link.

Sys em studies are discussed later in this Chapter.

Cas (b): Operating reserves in both assisting systems exceed the

res ective carrying capabilities of the connecting tie lines:

and

eil Tie line TBC unavailable:

When tie line TSC is unavailable, the system can be reduced to that

of igure 3.7. In this case assistance by both of these systems is
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red ced to equivalent assistance units of sizes TBA and TeA'
Maximum assistance; TBA + TCA

and A = B + C + A
e a a

Tie line TBC available:

When tie line TBC is available, systems Band C can interact among

selves to increase assistance beyond the directly connected tie line

bilities. This modification can be performed by the following

rithm.

G = Size of the steps in the generation system models of the
various systems

KB = (OR (b)
- TBA) / G

Number of steps in the generation model of System B, when
the operating reserve exceeds tie capacity TBA.

KC = CORCc) - TCA) / G

Number of steps in the generation model of System C when
the operating reserve exceeds tie capacity TCA'

TBEj = Individual probability of availability of excessive margin
eKB - j + 1) G in System B.

TCEj = Individual probability of availability of excessive margin
CKC - j + 1) G in System C.

= Individual probability of availability of jth negative
in System B.

Individual probability of availability of j th negative margin
in System C.

= Individual probability of availability of j th positive margin
in System B.

= Individual probability of availability of jth positive margin
in System C.

= Individual probability of availability of TEA margin in

System B.

= Individual probability of availability of TCA marg i.n in

System C.
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Ci) Excessive operating margins beyond the directly connected tie line

Ci') Operating reserve equal to directly connected tie lines:

(i i) Just negative margins in systems Band C

Ci ) Just positive margins in systems Band C:

ATBC = PLobability of availability of tie line TBC'
T····CM) = The modified jth individual probability after inter-J action between systems Band C.

k = KC-j+l
TBEj (M) = TBEj[l - L TCL . ATBC] The derivation of

k = 1 k these expressions
is briefly illus-

k = KB-j +1 trated in Appendix

TCEj (M) = TCEj [1 - L TBL ATBC]
k = 1 k

j = KB k = KC-j+l
TBEo(M) = TSEo + L L TSEj TCL . ATSC

j=l k=l k

j = KC k = KB-j+l
L L

j=l k=l

. ATBC

k = KB-j+l
TCLj eM) = TCLj [1 - L TBE ATBC]

k=l k

k = KC-j +1

TBLj CM) = TBLj [1 - L TCE ATBC]
k=l k

The modification process results in the probabilities beingdecreased.

TCL
CKB-k+l)

. ATBC

. T . ATBC
BLCKC_k+l)

The modification process results in the probabilities beingincreased.
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The excessive operating reserve in System 8 can make the negative

rYes in System e into positive ones depending upon the amount of

dif erence between ORCb) and TBA. In doing so, the System e negative

rYe levels will be moved upwards to higher levels, the probabilities

ciated with the original negative levels will be decreased. In other

s suppose System B has 40 MW excessive capacity margin over the tie

transfer capability TBA, the individual probabilities of outages

in 0, 10, 20 and 30 MW load loss in System e will be decreased

this 40 MW capacity and tie line Tee are available. The individual

pro abilities of availability levels of 40 MW less in System B will be

eased by corresponding amounts. This also means that whenever

em e has negative margins of 0, 10, 20 and 30 MW, System B will tend

to ncrease these margins and its individual probability of having 40 MW

ssive margin over TBA will be decreased and shifted to lower margins.

In order to illustrate the effect of excessive positive margins of

sting systems over each other, their cumulative outage probability

es are shown in Figure 3.B.

'
....�EFFECT DUE TO ASSISTANCE
-, I GIVEN TO SYSTEM C

EFFECT DUE to INTERACTION
'OF S!YISTEM C

.

'
....
'+�'--

, I
, I
, .1
I I
, I

CD
«
CD
o
a:::
Q.

P (OR(C)TC�
S.YSTEM B
SYSTEM B

. ,

OR
(b) TBA
.. MARGIN IN
----.ouTAGE IN

Figure 3.B Interaction of System e with System B.
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Examples were studied for this particular case and the results

a e discussed in the section on system studies. When tie lines TBA
TCA possess a significant forced outage rate, the treatment can be

as in the case when the two system operatimg reserves are less

t an the respective connecting tie lines.

se Cc): Operating reserve in one assisting system is positive while thel
o erating reserve in the other assisting system is negative and greater

t an either the intermediate tie line TBC or the operating reserve in

t e assisting system.

ORCb)

ORCc)
and IORCc) I > Min{TBC or ORCb)}

is + ve

is - ve

If the operating reserve in System B is greater than the tie line

t ansfer capability TBA and it is desired to route the extra assistance

tie line TBC and System C, all the assistance will be taken up by

Therefore, under the maximum assistance concept, no assistance

will be routed via tie line TBC. The system will then reduce to that

sh wn in Figure 3.9.

A A

B C

Fi ure 3.9 Ca) Figure 3.9 (b)
Figure 3.9 Reduced Models

RCb) is + ve of Three System Configuration OR(c) is + ve
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Cas Cd): The operating reserve in one system is positive and greater than

the connecting tie line while the operating reserve in the other system is

Maximum assistance available = Min (fBA,ORCbY

eit er slightly negative but less than the intermediate link or positive

but less than the connecting link of the .other system.

ORCb) > TBA while

either ORCc) is - ve

and IORCc) I < Min{TBC,CORCb) - TBA)}
or

ORC )
.

c 1S + ve

In cases (a) and (b), the alternate path of routing the assistance

has een used to improve the reliability of System A. In this case, the

nate path plays a more important role. Barring events when System C

has too much negative reserve, System B will also use path TBC as a

Consider Figure 3.10, ORCb) is dispatched via two paths,

least equal to the line transfer capability TBA is routed

via ath TAB and some assistance by the other path.

B

Figure 3.10 Routing of Assistance in a Three System
Ring Interconnection
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Maximum Assistance = TBA + Min{TBC,TCA}

whichever is less.or

Determination of various amounts of assistance to be routed via

dif erent paths can be performed easily. In the case when the excess

ope ating margin in System B exceeds the difference between TCA and OR(c) ,

(TC - OR(c)) MW assistance will be made available to be routed via the

ind'rect path. System B will retain the remaining excess capacity. If

(OR b)
- TBA) is less than (TCA - OR(c))' this much assistance will be

mad available to System A through System C. The algorithm is as follows:

(i) (OR(b) - TBA) � (TCA - OR(c))
Consider the capacity outage probability table of System C, T(e )

m

and P(C ) are individual and cumulative probabilities of outage of C MW.
m m

When the outage in System B is zero and the outage in System C is

1 to (OR(c) + EB) MW, any assistance from System B via C will not

hel System A. Therefore PB(OR(c) + EB) is the probability of the event

whe System B will not send any assistance to System A via System C, for

no utage in System B. When the outage in System B is jL MW, the excess

ating reserve in System B will be reduced by this amount. The

esponding outage in System C for no advantage to System A is

(OR c)
+ EB -jL) MW. Therefore, a multilevel unit for routing the

ass stance to System A via System C can be constructed having the capacity

The indirect assistance unit EB(m) will look as follows:
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Cap city Out Probability of its being

in System B dispatched via System C

o

(EB - j L) PB(OR(C)+EB-jL) - PB(OR(c)+EB
- (j+l) L)

HS

PB(M) denotes the cumulative outage probability in System B.

The System B modified model for this event is equivalent to:

The above expression contains the addition of a unit of capacity

EB ith layered availabilities as explained and the subtraction of a

per ect unit of capacity EB. Various tie line forced outage probabilities

can be incorporated into the analysis by multiplying the availabilities

and taking care of the outage cases separately.

Cd (modified generation model of System C)

= (B -+ C)
a

Here B , the capacity available for indirect dispatch, will be
a

equ 1 to ES' The equivalent generation model of the assisted system is

+ A)

This procedure will be applicable when tie lines T
BA

and TCA are

available. The procedure can easily be modified to incorporate the forced

outage rates of these lines. The algorithm will be similar to Case (a).

The modification of System B generation model to Bd will be conditional
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on the availability of tie line TBA.
Therefore, modified Bd will be

where PBA is the forced outage probability of tie line TBA

Generation models Bd and Cd will also be sUbjected to tie line

ed outage rates of lines TBA, TCA and TBC.

In this case tie line TCA is not capable of carrying the entire

ssive power from System B either .due to its own or the tie line TBC
I

The assistance unit EB, indirectly available for System C

have a size equal to the residual transfer capability of tie line TCA.

System B will retain the additional capacity (O\b) - T
I3A

- B13).
Thi excess capacity over the transmission capability in System 13 will

int ract with the generation model of System C in a manner similar to

given in Case (b) and will shift some of its negative margins to

pos tive margins. These resulting generation models can be used for

obt ining assistance units for System A. This case is closely related

to ase (b), with the addition that one more step involving the

I

con i tional transfer of the assistance unit of si ze EB from System B

to ystem C is involved.
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3.6 Application of the Concepts to Ring Connected Systems

Five ring type interconnected systems are shown in Figure 3.11.

The problem may be solved by successively combining each system next in

in the direction of the assisted system. The.first step is to

ulate the operating reserves in all the systems. This will determine

systems with large positive or negative reserves. If there is a very

e deficit in one of the systems, by the maximum assistance concept,

it ay be considered a broken link, which wi 11 make the configuration

If on the other hand, agreements between the systems governing

flow of assistance are known, the routing of assistance will be

rmined by these, The priorities among the interconnected systems will

lify the problem by determining the route of assistance and the

lim'tations imposed upon it,

In the absence of an explicit agreement between many of the systems

the operating reserves in the various systems wi 11 determine the

assistance and hence the reliability. For example, the System C ass

ta Le may be added to that of B, and the assistance from System D may be

s et t through System E. The assistance units from systems Band E may be

ad ed to System A, If System C has a �arge operating reserve beyond the

ti line transfer capability of 1inc'lC&' and systems D and E have smaller

Figure 3,11 Five Systems Interconnected in a Ring Configuration
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ating reserves, tie line TEA is still capable of carrying some capacity I

em C may dispatch assistance via System D as well as via System B.

, the system will be reduced to an equivalent looped three system

iguration, which can be easily solved.

Another procedure which may be necessary in determining the risk

Is in a system under consideration is system load flow studies with

the prevailing conditions in the various systems. Load flow studies

and transient stability limitations if known, will determine the power

limits through various tie lines and will simplify the reliability

cal ulations by determining routing of assistance.

3.7 Application to Any Configuration

A

eTee

o

Figure 3.12 A Multi-link Configuration

Four systems A, B, C, 0 having five interconnections between them

are shown in Figure 3.12. Each system should be considered separately

to etermine the risk levels with assistance from multiple interconnections.

ose risk level calculations are required for System A, the natural

e to start computations is System D. The assistance from System D

System A may be routed via tie line T
DB

or T
DC Barring restrictions

on he flow of assistance, the more reliable of these two lines and

sys ems B or C should be selected. Reliability considerations should

include adequate tie line transfer capabi lities, reserves in the intervening
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sys ems and adequate transmission capabil ities of the wheeling systems.

Oep nding upon the operating reserves available in systems B and C, the

smission capabilities of tie lines TBA and TCA' assistance from

Sys em 0 may be dispatched by both paths. The equivalent assistance

uni of System 0 can be developed in a logical manner. The agreements

gov rning assistance between the various systems and the known transient

ility limitations are necessary in detennining the path of assistance

Other conditions in the various systems will also determine the

pat of assistance. For instance there may be a large positive margin

in ys tern C, equal to or more than the tie line transfer capabi lity T
CA'

the System B margin may be smaller than TBA. System 0 will obviously

sel ct path TOB - TBA to make a maximum amount of capacity assistance

ava lable to System A.

Some of these conditions are illustrated below. A simple configur-

n with varying tie line transfer capabi li ties and system operating

rves is given.

System A is being assisted. The operating reserves in the

assisting systems are indicated below.
Ex

+70

The figures given in the brackets

are the maximum tie line

transfer capabilities in the

indicated directions in MW.

30

+60
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Ste I: Transfer assistance from System D to systems Band C.

Step II: Check if tie lines TBA, TCA can carry the assistance, if so

add the assistance to System A for systems Band C.

Exa pIe (ii) System A is being assisted. The operating reserves in the

assisted systems are indicated below.

Ste I: Transfer assistance from System D to systems Band C.

t;:I-e)
+80

/...
- A

+80�---
Maximum Assistance

= 160 MW

The figures given in

are the maximum tie line

transfer capabilities in

indicated directions in MW.

+70

+30

¢
+'00+80
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Ex ple (iii) System A is being assisted, the operating reserves in

the assisting systems are indicated below.

Ste I: Route the margins of System D via systems Band C.

Ste II: Transfer assistance from System B to C via Tie line T
Be"

Ste II:

57

Check if tie lines TBA, TCA can carry the assistance.

If so add the assistance to System A from systems Band C.

Maximum Assistance

+100
= 180 MW

+8

The figures given in the

brackets are the maximum

tie line transfer capabili es

in the indicated directions

in MW.

+130

-..itY
+20

+20
+170



Ste III: Add assistance to System A from systems Band C.

I
Maximum Assistance = 180 MW

+20+J!6
+90

wil depend upon:

The splitting of assistance from System D to systems Band C

(i) The operating reserves in systems Band C,

(ii) The difference between the operating capacities and the

directly connected tie lines in systems Band C,

(iii) The nature of the generation or the inherent reliability of

systems Band C,

(i v) Tie line forced outage probabi Ii ties of lines T
BA

and TCA.
The assistance from System D to System C is given on the condition

some benefits are assured to System A. When tie line TDC is out or

the outage in System C equals or exceeds (OR(c) + ASdc) , no assistance is

to System C. ASdc is the assistance from System D to System C.

The transient stability, wheeling capability and other constraints

can be used to determine the paths of assistance. After the routes of

assistance have been determined, the system risk levels can be determined.
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3.8 Application to More Involved Configurations

Figure 3.13 A More Involved Configuration

Figure 3.13 shows a configuration with a number of linked

con ections in which the risk level determination in System A is

des First consideration is to weigh the advantages due to

rous analysis involving links CE, EF etc. Very precise analysis

of emote links may not justify the computer cost required for these

com Therefore, designate the tie lines into two categories.

(a) Primary tie lines: All lines linking with the system under

con ideration are primary tie lines. In this case, BA, CA and DA are

pri ary tie lines.

(b) All the remaining lines are secondary tie lines. Try to

remote links by dispatching assistance from one systembre

to he other. The links between the directly connected systems may be

ret ined. Primary lines should be retained in all.cases and when the

sys been reduced to a possible minimum, rigorous analysis should

be to the remaining systems.
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3 9 Applica!ion of the Technique to Practical Systems

Three hypothetical systems A, Band C, having operating

c pacities 545, 425 and 545 MW were used for these studies. These

s stems were composed of units ranging from 5 MW to 65 MW in size. Tie

l'ne transfer capabilities TBA, TBC and TCA were considered as 60 MW,

6 MW and 80 MW respectively. The composition of the hypothetical

i given in Appendix A-I. In order to compare the difference in risk

1 outage replacement rates for a much longer lead time were used in

studies. Cases (a), (b), (c) and (d) refer to the four general

operating capacity available in the assisting system as

earlier in this chapter.

The improvements in the assisting system risk levels due to the

e istence of the additional link TBC in Case (a) were studied first.

stem A was considered to be assisted by both systems Band C. It was

so assumed that System A is assisted to the maximum extent. When the

lines are perfect, there is no improvement in risk levels caused by

tie line TBC' Tie outage probability values of 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and

0.1 were utilized and the improvements in risk levels noted. Some of

e results obtained are given in Table 3.2. In the three studies shown

tables3.2(a), (b) and (c), the operating reserves in systems B and

C were maintained at 60 MW, 80 MW; 60 MW, 40 MW and 40 MW, 40MW respec

tively. The effect on the risk levels of the existence and the non-

of T
BC

is shown by cases (i) and (ii) respectively. Risk

1 System A for operating reserves m sys tems Band C at 60 MW,

plotted in Figure 3.14. It may be observed from Table 3.2

t at there is an improvement in the risk levels of System A due to the

p esence of tie line TBC' The degree of improvement depends upon the
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Figure 3.14 Risk Levels in a Ring Connected System, Case (a)

O\b) = 60 MW ; OR(c) = 80 MW
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B a

tie line forced outage probabilities and the operating reserves in the

sting systems. The higher the forced outage probabilities, the

ter wi 11 be the improvement due to ti e line T
Be"

In general, lower

ating reserves in the assisting systems will increase the benefits

ibutable to the tie line TBC.
Case (b) when both assisting systems have more operating reserve

the connecting tie line transfer capability was studied for the

three systems. System A was again considered to be assisted by sys

Loads in systems Band C were assumed to be 325 MW and 425 MW

res ectively. The results obtained are shown in Table 3.3 and plotted in

re 3.15. The improvement in risk levels due to the existence of

line TBC is not very great but in this small configuration the diff

in load carrying capability is approximately 5 MW. The di

two curves of Figure 3.15 will increase as the tie line reliabilitiin

Case (c) is simply reduced to a two system interconnection,

extensive studies are not needed. Case (d) is more important,

some capacity from one assisted system uses the other system as a

In the same systems A, B and C, operating reserves in

sys ems Band C were varied. System B had more assistance available than

the

the connecting tie line transfer capability TBA, however, System Chad

les assistance available than the connecting link. The excessive capaci

in System B was routed through tie line TBC and System C. Total

reserve in both systems was maintained fixed at 140 MW, the

ope 'ating reserve in System C \Vas decreased in steps of 10 MW. These

are given in Table 3.4 (L) and (ii). 1'\"0 studies on the hypotheti 1

were conducted for two different lead times. The system risk
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Figure 3.15 Effect of Additional Link in Case Cb),

Load in System B = 325 MW,
Load in System C = 425 MW,

OR. = 100 MW ,ORC) = 120 MW
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Table 3.2(a)

IMPROVEMENT EFFECTED BY TIE LINE T .

Case (a)
Capacity Available in Systems: A = 545 MW

B = 425 MW

C = 545 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities: TAB = 60 MW

TBC = 60 MW

TAC = 80 MW

O.R.R. 's for a Twenty Four Hour Lead Time Have Been Used

OR(b) = 60 MW , OR(c) = 80 MW

T.L.F.O.P. (0.1) LL.F.O.P. (0.05) I T.L.F.O.P. (0.02) T.L.F.O.P. (0.01)

Outagein T. L. Cumulative Probability
F.O.R.

SystemA 0.0 (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

140.00000159 .00001160 •. 00001103 .00000550 .00000528 .00000289 .00000282 .00000220 .00000217

130.00000323 .00002011 .00001905 .00001005 .00000963 .00000557 .00000544 .00000433 .00000427

120.00000637 .00003834 .00003633 .00001920 .00001841 .00001074 .00001049 .00000843 .00000831

110.00001312 .00008926 .00008511 .00004254 .00004092 .00002281 .00002230 .00001762 .00001739

100.00002558 .00015673 .00014898 .00007775 .00007470 .00004323 .00004226 .00003387 .00003343

90.00004953 .00028913 .00027451 .00014613 .00014035 .00008260 .00008074 .00006514 .00006429

80.00009579 .00049468 .00046816 .00026174 .00025112 .00015413 .00015067 .00012362 .00012203

70.00017135 .00074161 .00069816 .00041721 .00039939 .00026027 .00025431 .00021424 .00021147

60.00031618 .00159433 .00151456 .00083013 .00079754 .00049173 .00048087 .00039895 .00039392

50.00058559 .00297650 .00283584 .00155049 .00149267 .00091621 .00089683 .00074168 .00073267

40.00100839 .00445180 .00421901 .00246211 .00236549 .00152556 .00149284 .00125626 . 0012 409�

30.00182216 .00752471 .00712533 .00428242 .00411545 .00271242 .00265546 .00225115 .00222498

20.00311841 .01078523 .01016144 .00656229 .00629554 .00440247 .00430943 .00374486 .00370086

10.00499946 .01458835 .01368821 .00943082 .00903396 .00668487 .00654248 .00582764 .00575949

0.00858283 .03265542 .03117460 .01853338 .01788182 .01206292 .01182913 .01023940 .01012761

--�. ti-)--'fte--i:TIr�BC
110 t avaH-a-bl-e--

(ii) Tie line TBC available

o
.j::>.



Table 3.2(b)

Capacity Available in Systems: A = 545 MW
B = 425 MW
C = 545 MW

Tie Line Transfer CapabHities:
.

TAB = 60 MW

TBC = 60 MW

TCA = 80 MW

O.R.R.'s for a Twenty Four Hour Lead Time Have Been Used

OR(b) = 60 MW , OR(c) = 60 MW

T.L.F.O.P. (0.1) T.L.F.O.P. (0.05) I T.L.F.O.P. (0.02) I T.L.F.O.P. (0.01)
Outagein T.L. Cumulative Probability
SystemA
F.O.R.
0.0 (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

-_

140.00000854 .00002622 .00002436 .00001652 .00001572 .00001153 .00001125 .00001000 .00000987

130.00001663 .00004621 .00004281 .00003019 .00002871 .00002175 .00002123 .00001914 .00001889

120.00003162 .00008856 .00008206 .00005770 .00005489 .00004147 .00004048 .00003645 .00003598

110.00006651 .00020537 .00019098 .00012918 .00012309 .00008996 .00008785 .00007796 .00007697

100.00013203 .00036650 .00034016 .00023903 .00022761 .00017237 .00016834 .00015179 .00014987

90.00024778 .00065769 .00061047 .00043482 .00041408 .00031830 .00031088 .00028232 .00027878

80.00045662 .00111599 .00103423 .00076086 .00072430 .00057202 .00055873 .00051311 .00050671

70.00077603 .00175477 .00162099 .00123916 .00117867 .00095498 .00093279 .00086446 .00085374

60.00142934 .00369302 .00342922 .. 00246652 .00235076 .00182150 .00178014 .00162163 .00160187

50.00278453 .00697802 .00648818 .00470689 .00449039 .00351162 .00343378 .00314110 .00310380

40.00472087 .01036954 .00961886 .00734879 .00700491 .00572490 .00559736 .00521503 .00515313

;30.00788407 .01643680 .01525805 .01186543 .01131578 .00940582 .00919894 .00863314 .00853216

20.01265069 .02489385 .02302887 .01853634 .01766575 .01494833 .01462038 .01379007 .01362994

10.01949635 .03530996 .03260298 .02725324 .02596890 .02256313, .02207302 .02102375 .02078322

0.03504411 .07516336 .07008266 .05353771 .05121342 .04206573 .04120476 .03849228 .03807471

(i) Tie line TBC not available.
I 0\

(ii) Tie line L� available.
(.n



Table 3.2 (c)

TUDDI1U"CU"Cl\l'T' "C"C"Ct::r'T'"Cn OV 'T'T"C T Tl\T"c 'T' r" '" "" r-, ...
�l�I I\:U \i' LJI ILll.T--������-----X-BC

-

u ...... OJ...... c ..... )

Capacity Available in Systems: A = 545 MW
B = 425 MW
C = 545 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities: TAB = 60 MW

TBC = 60 MW

TAC = 80 MW

O. R. R. I S for a Twenty Four Hour Lead Time Have Been Used

OR(b) = 40 MW ,OR(c) = 40 MW

Outage in

System A

T.L.
F.O.R.
0.0

T.L.F.O.P. (0.1)

(i) (ii)

T . L. F .0. P. (0. 05) I

(i)

T.L.F.O.P. (0.02)

(ii)

Cumulative Probability

(i) (ii)

T.L.F.O.P. (0.01)

(i) I (ii)

140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o

.00002281

.00004438

.00008701
.00018549
.00035235
.00061983
.00109750
.00201494
.00374345
.00686622
.01084335
.01676349
.02970654
.04780954
.07694644

.00004279

.00007805

.00015168

.00034285

.00061970

.00107786

.00182949

.00312524

.00627385

.01156839

.01709776

.02577186

.04320420

.06547803

.12006229

.00003951

.00007189

.00013965

.00031633

.00057094

.00099480

.00168794

.00286977

.00578302

.01067510

.01577210

.02384894

.03975048

.06004410

.11116165

.00003204

.00006018

.00011732

.00025825

.00047731

.00083329

.00144204

.00255095

.00492782

.00906839

.01380797

.02101000

.03630166

.05662407

.09713799

.00003045

.000057l4

.00011139

.00024535

.00045334

.00079226

.00137143

.00242186

.0046837l

.00862532

.01313907

.02002750

.03452955

.05380055

.09263772

.00002632

.00005045

.00009865

.00021317

.00040024

.00070148

.00123016

.00222475

.00419780

.00771135

.01199018

.01840026

.03230769

.05133060

.08469510

.00002570

.00004926

.00009632

.00020815

.00039085

.00068533

.00120217

.00217311

.00410125

.00753646

.01l72288

.01800420

.03159124

.05017925

.08289433

.00002454

.00004738

.00009275

.00019909

.00037595

.00066004

.001l6297

.00211908

.00396739

.00728283

.01141026

.01757156

.03100095

.04956929

.08076614

.00002423

.00004679

.00009159

.00019661

.00037129

.00065202

.00114904

.00209329

.00391936

.00719590

.01l27679

.01737319

.03064172

.04899023

.07986653

(i) Tie line TBC not available.

(iiL_Tie_line TBe ava.Ll.ahl e . -------j

0\
0\



Table 3.3

EFFECT OF MODIFICATION OF ASSISTANCE

DUE TO LINE TBC IN CASE (b)

Load in System B = 325 MW
Load in System C = 425 MW

Outage in Risk Levels In System A

System A TBC not available TBC in

MW (i) (ii)

140 .00000005 .00000003
130 .00000013 .00000010
120 .00000028 .00000022
110 .00000063 .00000050
100 .00000135 .00000107
90 .00000282 .00000227
80 .00000601 .00000498
70 .00001166 .00001009
60 .00002320 .00002014
50 .00004659 .00003922
40 .00008828 .00007668
30 .00017972 .00015895
20 .00033726 .00030776
10 .00058898 .00055166
0 .00108927 .00098676
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Table 3.4 (a) Case(d)

IN RING CONNECTED SYSTEMS

Operating Capacity in System A = 545 MW

Operating Capacity in System B = 425 MW

Operating Capacity in System C = 545 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities: TAB = 60 MW

TBC = 60 MW

TAC = 80 MW

O.R.R.'s used for 4 hour lead time

Load In

System A

MW

485
495
505
515
525
535
545
555
565
575
585
595
605
615
625

-__ -l-----635 ----+
645

Risk Level in System A, for MW Operating Reserves in Systems B & C

ORb = 60

OR = 80
c

.00000002

.00000005

.00000013

.00000045

.00000129

.00000296

.00000673

.00001345

.00004443

.00016029

.00035066

.00066242

.00124310

.00185735

.01030600
�_Sfill2
.03959717

O� = 80

OR = 60
c

O� = 70

OR = 70
c

.00000001 .00000004

.00000006 .00000007

.00000013 .00000014

.00000048 .00000051

.00000133 .00000139

.00000304 .00000313

.00000687 .00000749

.00001429 .00001673

.00004757 .00005164

.00016565 .00017240

.00035960 .00036808

.00067383 .00068501

.00126161 .00144574

.00209240 .00242258

.01072663 .01103497
. 02587486 __._Qf625827
.04009774 .04036419

O� = 100 I ORb:: 110ORb = 90

OR = 50
c

OR = 30
c

OR = 40
c

.00000004 .00000003 .00000002

.00000006 .00000008 .00000007

.00000016 .00000017 .00000018

.00000055 .00000057 .00000061

.00000146 .00000153 .00000172

.00000332 .00000370 .00000397

.00000880 .00000963 .00001018

.00001958 .00002128 .00002216

.00005609 .00005823 .00005942

.00017873 .00018203 .00020100

.00037675 .00041423 .00045373

.00076831 .00084590 .00087418

.00171670 .00183176 .00190495

.00267559 .00281852 .00286947

.01134960 .01144017 .01153078

.0264 7689 .02663629 .03042417

.04071473 .04811015 .04811015

0\
00



Table 3.4 (b) Case(d)

EFFECT OF ROUTING THE ASSISTANCE VIA ANOTHER SYSTEM IN RING CONNECfED SYSTEMS

Capacity Available in Systems: A = 545 MW
B = 425 MW
C = 545 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities: TAB = 60 MW

TBC = 60 MW

TAC = 80 MW

O.R.R.!s for a Twenty Four Hour Lead Time Have Been Used

Outage in

System
A

(MW)

140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o

Cumulative Outage Probability in System A for MW Operating
Reserves in Systems B & C

ORb = 60

OR = 80
c

.00000159

.00000323

.00000637

.00001312

.00002558

.00004953

.00009579

.00017135

.00031618

.00058559

.00100839

.00182216

.00311841

.00499947

.00858283

ORb = 70

OR = 70
c

.00000183

.00000372

.00000730

.00001488

.00002920

.00005690

.00010947

.00019558

.00035624

.00065734

.00115288

.00207517

.00352004

.00560587

.00944194

ORb = 80

OR = 60
c

.00000212

.00000427

.00000828

.00001696

.00003356

.00006501

.00012434

.00021898

.00039677

.00074640

.00130861

.00232632

.00390454

.00608726

.01042458

ORb = 90

OR = 50
c

.00000234

.00000465

.00000897

.00001865

.00003687

.00007108

.00013492

.00023401

.00043007

.00082095

.00142133
.00251234
.00414121
.00643197
.01142531

ORb = 100

OR = 40
c

.00000238

.00000473

.00000914

.00001905

.00003771

.00007243

.00013729

.00023903

.00044016

.00084317

.00145490

.00255511

.00422928

.00661600

.01147089

ORb = 110

OR = 30
c

.00000241

.00000481

.00000928

.00001939

.00003824

.00007333

.00014019

.00024381

.00044789

.00085913

.00147130

.00260327

.00434887

.00672213

.01197749

0\
\0



Ie els change in a different manner when the two different lead times

are used. The risk levels in Sy�tem A are plotted in Figures 3.16 and

3.17 for four hour and twenty four hour lead time respectively. When

longer lead time is used, risk levels are more sensitive for

11er amounts of rerouted power. The increase in risk levels, however,

ers off as larger amounts of power are routed via System C. It can

seen from these results that the need' to route assistance from one

tem to another increases the risk levels in the assisted system. The

k levels consistently go on increasing when more and more assistance

is routed via System C from System B.

3. 0 Applic�tion to the S.P.C. System

The Saskatchewan Power Corporation (S.P.C.) System generation

mo was assumed to be System A. At present these are no two systems

with the S.P.�. system in a ring configuration. The other

systems Band C were represented by Manitoba Hydro (M.H.) System

eration models. The compositions 9f the S.P.C. System and the

M. System are given in appendices A-2 and A-3 respectively. The tie

Ii e transfer capability between the S.P.C.'System and System B wa5

sidered to be 135 MW, the other two tie lines were assumed to have

nsfer capabilities of 100 MW each. The operating capacity level in

S.P.C. System was assumed to be 1270 MW and in systems Band C

Cases (a) and (d) are more important for practical situations

therefore studies were conducted for the ring connected configuration
these conditions. For Case (a), operating reserves in systems B

C were maintained at 135 MW and 100 MW levels, while the risk level

ovement s by the availability of tie line TBC were noted for different
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ed outage probabilities. Operating reserves in systems Band C

maintained at 135 MW, 60 MW and 100 MW' 60 MW respectively for

the other two studies. The results obtained are given in Tables

3.5 (a), (b) and (c). The curves for cases when OR(b) and OR(c) are

135 MW, 100 MW and 100 MW, 60 MW, have been plotted in Figures 3.18 and

3.1 respectively. It may be seen from these. curves that reliability

ben to the S.P.C. System are different in both cases. The results

sho the difference in risk levels when tie line TBC exists. The

imp ovement in risk level in Case (a) is dependent upon the following

eters in the order of their importance[21].par

(i) Residual maximum benefit possible to the system as determined
by its own generation capacity model.

(ii) Tie lines TBA and TCA forced outage probabilities.

(iii) Operating reserves in the assisting systems.

Maximum possible benefits to a system are primarily determined by

its own generation model [BJ. At certain load levels in the S. P.C. System,

the risk levels are not very much improved as the S.P.C. System has two

140 units in operation, whose size is more than twice that of the next

In Case Cd), the operating reserves in systems Band C were

135 and 100 MW respectively. Total operating reserves in both systems

wer maintained at 235 MW, while operating reserve in System C correspondingly

red The tie lines were assumed to be cOmpletely reliable. The

res Its for this case are given in Table 3.6 and the curves are given in

The risk levels in System A will increase in general, due toFig

the routing of some assistance via System C. It can be seen from the

reSt Its that the increase in risk indices levels off when more and more
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assistance is routed via System C.

These results have demonstrated some of the effects of routing

tance in the case of ring type interconnected systems. A general

for cases of different opel"atiJng capaeitiesin various systems can

ted. In a particular configuration, however, different incremental

bility benefits will arise due to the composition of the various

the tie line transfer capability constraints.

This chapter has attempted to incorporate some of the practical

ems of multiple interconnections into operating capacity reliability

calc lations. These aspects include the type of agreement governing the

syst

ency dispatch of assistance from one system to another, multiple links

and he restrictions on tie line transfer capability due to outage of

syst m elements. Systems may operate on a mutual difficulty sharing

conc pt or on an outright sale of power basis. The effect of the two

types of agreement on the risk levels has been illustrated and the

ts shown using the S.P.C. - M.H. Systems. These concepts can be

appl'ed to multi-link configurations. In its physical form, the multiple

cted configuration may actually be a single system within which there'

are rea limitations and requirements. An approach has been suggested by

whic a multiple connected configuration can be solved. The method

pres nted attempts to grade the tie lines in order of their importance to

the ssisted system depending upon the priorities existing in the con-

ation or the path selected by the assisting systems.

Iso be applied to static capacity planning studies.

These concepts

A multiplecan

cted configuration must be first simplified to a smaller configuration

reta ning all the primary links and then the rigorous procedure can be
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appl ed. For application of the procedure to any particular configuration,

a ce tain procedure can be evolved depending upon the composition of

the arious systems, tie line transfer capabilities involved and the

whee ing capabilities of the systems. The risk levels in each system

can hen be calculated very efficiently. The basic approach in this

chap er has been to decompose the involved configuration and apply the

assi tance unit technique sequentially.

Some of the other factors influencing reliability are load

ast uncertainty and deratings suffered by various units in the

syst ms. Load forecast uncertainty can be very easily included in the

anal sis by the previously published techniques[8]. Units derating

s were used for all the large S.P.C. thermal units in all the

studOes reported in this chapter.
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Table 3.5 Ca)

Capacity Available in Systems: A - 1270.0 MW
B - 1479.4 MW
C - 1479.4 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities TAB = 135 MW

TBC = 100 MW

TAC = 100 MW

Outage replacement rates for 4 hour lead time have been used.
ORCb) = 135 MW , OR(c) = 100 MW

Risk L�ve1s in System A fdr(x10-8)
Load in Tie Line Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P.

System A F.O.P.
0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01

MW 0.0
(I) (li) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (li)

11lD -<8 275 272 100 99 35 32 20 19
1120 14 376 369 135 130 47 46 28 26
1130 27 4768 4706 1415 1397 346 334 149 147
1140 35 4883 4816 1468 1449 370 363 163 160
1150 108 5399 5288 1769 1736 537 530 284 280
1160 146 6016 5657 2108 1950 697 643 383 358
1170 172 6669 6495 2432 2386 839 782 466 438
1180 255 7055 6886 2617 2588 951 912 562 534
1190 345 7721 7533 2935 2889 1118 1083 687 656
1200 504 16116 15649 5821 5658 2034 1994 1170 1138
1210 697 25520 25090 8976 8892 3017 2981 1692 1589
1220 1069 28821 27136 10773 10598 3949 3839 2342 2198
1230 2153 64453 63564 29600 29319 12242 12002 7050 6890
1240 2954 86127 82139 36955 35204 14734 14312 8541 8392
1250 7629 111795 110309 48193 46938 21090 20560 13898 13537
1260 9713 144160 1417L1.9 59966 59166 25741 24637 17048 16789
1270 17687 1255025 1238384 393000 387864 109407 108368 53818 53438

-...J

Case (i) Tie Line TBC Unavailable
1.0

I (ii) Tie Line TBC Available



Table 3.5 (b)

Capacity Available in Systems: A - 1270.0 MW
B - 1479.4 MW
C - 1479.4 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities TAB - 135 MW

TBC - 100 MW

TAC - 100 MW

Outage replacement rates for 4 hour lead time have been used.
OR

(b)
= 135 MW , OR(c) = 60 MW

RiJk Levels in System 1 for (x10-8)
I

Load in Tie Line Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Li.ne F.O.P.

System A F .O.P.
0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01

MW 0.0
(i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)

ll10 15 329 320 131 129 52 51 32 30
ll20 27 555 532 234 228 96 95 59 56
ll30 64 5786 5578 1971 1897 598 58� 293 289
1140 105 5945 5785 2062 2017 657 652 343 323
1150 289 6730 6504 2557 2488 967 956 590 569
ll60 366 7868 7367 3191 2992 1274 1213 783 758
ll70 470 9010 8578 3809 3676 1582 1567 989 968
1180 667 10935 10451 4861 4804 2119 2010 1356 1236
ll90 1486 42982 26150 22088 13655 9692 6313 5583 3876
1200 2187 52153 49748 25640 20313 11201 10211 6633 5610
1210 6450 65271 61261 32689 31616 16184 15323 11190 10370

I 1220 7953 68429 63946 34947 33426 17972 17602 12833 12715

I 1230 8777 74547 72597 38074 37232 19634 19374 14062 13976
1240 9819 100629 97827 47870 46777 23274 22988 16253 16187
1250 11850 130236 128031 59931 58836 28415 25831 19688 18310
1260 20132 220969 202000 105454 97683 50673 48679 34781 34596
1270 41257 1543961 1488839 556689 537970 i 190809 187212 106596 103200 00

0

Case (i) Tie Line TBe not available.

Case (ii) Tie line TBC available.



Table 3.5 (c)

IMPROVEMENT EFFECTED BY TIE LINE T

Capac i ty Available in Systems: A - 1270.0 MW
B - 1479.4 MW
C - 1479.4 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities: !AB - 135 MW
T,' - 100 MW
TBC _ 100 MW
AC

Outage replacement rates for 4 hour lead time have been used.

OR(b) = 100 MW , OR(c) = 60 MW

I Ris� Levels in System ATfor (x10-8)
I

Load in

System A
Tie Line Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P. Tie Line F.O.P.

F.O.P. 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01

MW 0.0 (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) I (ii)

1110 53 414 397 193 187 99 98 75 74

1120 93 666 631 324 311 172 168 130 129

1130 358 6566 6344 2522 2443 998 977 640 632

1140 401 6725 6486 2614 2532 1059 1038 692 684

1150 786 7311 7005 3100 2983 1484 1448 1097 1081

1160 1177 9064 8600 4207 4031 2170 2116 1637 1613

1170 1551 10885 10360 5312 5110 2838 2775 2158 2130

1180 1888 12958 12275 6508 6250 3516 3438 2666 2631

1190 7748 49272 45093 28381 26913 15970 15564 11854 11684
1200 8877 59982 55416 32950 31338 18151 17702 13455 13266

1210 10157 72086 67099 38046 36274 20575 20077 15243 15032

1220 15753 79168 73462 44319 42123 26426 25741 20964 20657

1230 32983 129194 121799 78413 75224 50512 49391 41641 41108
1240 35746 159137 150709 91064 87519 56343 55126 45789 45218

1250 41687 192541 182669 106986 102830 65376 63948 53127 52456

1260 66901 296874 279044 167729 160458 103834 101416 84801 83682

1270 142277 1760951 1696303 719194 696157 317264 310765 220474 217719 00
......

��.

�-----�

Case (i) Tie lin�C not available

Case (ii) Tie line TBC available



Table 3.6 Case Cd)

EFFECT OF ROUTING THE ASSISTANCE VIA ANOTHER

SYSTEM IN RING CONNECTED SYSTEMS

Operating Capacity in Systems: A = 1270 MW
B = 1479.4 MW
C = 1479.4 MW

Tie Line Transfer Capabilities TAB - 135 MW

TBC - 100 MW

TAC - 100 MW

Outage replacement rates for 4 hour
lead time have been used.
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I

Load in

System A

M\I

lllC
112C
113C
114C
115C
116C
117C
118C
119C
120C
121C
122C
123C
124C
l25C
126C
127C

Risk Levels in System A, for MW Operating Reserves In

Systems B & C

ORCb)
ORCe)

= 135 ORCb) = 145 ORCb) = 155 ORCb) = 165 ORCb) =

= 100 ORee) = 90 ORCe) = 80 ORCe) � 70 ORCe) = 60

.00000008

.00000014

.00000027

.00000035

.00000108

.00000146

.00000172

.00000255

.00000345

.00000504

.00000697

.00001069

.00002153

.00002954

.00007629

.00009713

.00017687

.00000010

.00000016

.00000026

.00000059

.00000128

.00000151

.00000196

.00000278

.00000376

.00000567

.00000773

.00001332

.00002455

.00004728

.00008449

.00012280

.00017750

.00000011

.00000017

.00000027

.00000061

.00000130

.00000156

.00000200

.00000281

.00000380

.00000587

.00000818

.00001443

.00002662

.00004750

.00008484

.00012323

.00017990

.00000011

.00000017

.00000028

.00000062

.00000132

.00000158

.00000201

.00000284

.00000395

.00000619

.00000908

.00001613

.00002667

.00004753

.00008476

.00012465

.00018546

.00000011

.00000017

.00000029

.00000063

.00000135

.00000159

.00000203

.00000295

.00000418

.00000685

.00001029

.00001613

.00002674

.00004753

.00008504

.00012753

.00018730



4. SPINNING RESERVE LOCATION IN A COMPLEX POWER SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

Most of the literature available in the spinning reserve area

ibes methods for determination of the total amount of spinning

ve required for a given risk 1�vel[1,6,7,8]. A sufficient quantity

inning reserve may not be available in the maximum allowable margin

to take some preventive action. A recent paper by Stadlin[22] dis-

d the regulating margin concept in a thermal system and considered

the esponse rates of the thermal units and performed an economic allo-
.

n of the regulating margin. In general it can be suggested that

the ystem operating reserve requirements can be placed into two cate-

s, one minute reserve requirements and five minute reserve require-

The actual value of these time periods may vary from system to

m. The concepts postulated in this chapter are, however, still the

and therefore one minute and five minute periods have been considered

andard values. The complexity of modern day power system operation

ds that the system generation must respond to sudden changes in

requ·rements due to generation outages, unforeseen changes in system load

or a yother contingencies which result in loss of generation. A method

was illustrated in reference 7 in which differences in risk levels due to

es in start up times of rapid start gas turbine generation can be

ded. Models were developed in the same paper for gas turbine and

hot reserve units to calculate the probability of a unit not being avail-

abl when called into service. A commitment method for a large scale

o-thermal system was outlined in a recent publication[23] and the

var·ous operating modes and operating constraints for hydro and thermal

uni s described. A technique for quantitatively evaluating these indices
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usi the available unit response rates is described in this chapter,

usi the two general classifications of one minute and five minute

nse requirements. The one minute system response requirements can

be etermined by off-line transient and dynamic stability studies. The

minute system response requirements are obtained by quantitatively

idering all the different types of standby units and interruptible

The system spinning reserve is the difference between the on-line

ope ating capacity and system load as defined in Chapter 1. All of the

ning reserve may not be available within the margin time required to

some corrective action. A standard risk index can be used to

the reserve requirements to meet the loss of generation within

time. This margin time is usually of the order of five

the time required to make necessary changes in the case of a

loss of generating capacity. Systems usually have adequate regu

margin available for changes in the downward direction such as the

removal of a large load and therefore it is the upper regulating

which is important. In order to have an adequate response risk,

spinning reserve should be correctly allocated within the system.

developed in this chapter for determining the quantitative

of one minute and five minute reserves which leads to proper

of the available spinning reserves within the system. These

are applied to single systems. Algorithms and a few results are

n for the application of these concepts to two interconnected systems.

reserve location in multiple connected power systems can be

idered using the techniques given in Chapter 3 and the published

niques[21] .

As previously noted, spinning reserve is the difference between the
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oper ting capacity and the load. It is determined by the transient

outa e probabilities of the units in operation, standby generation

incl ding rapid start gas turbine generation, hydro units in the

pump d storage mode and the existing load forecast uncertainty. In

most systems, the total reserve should not be less than the size of

the argestoperating unit for a reasonable risk level. As previously

, the time required to make quick acting generation or loading

es or selective curtailment of load is in the order of five minutes

and herefore this designation is used throughout this chapter. The

ation of spinning reserves within the system introduces an additional

par eter into the traditional economic system operating problem. The

mental reliability cost now can be considered together with the

production cost and incremental transmission loss. Adjust-

can be made in vthe unit loadings by starting at an optimum

and moving in the required direction to satisfy a

lected five minute and one minute response risk index. This

nse risk is a valid index of the ability of the system generation

et sudden changes in system load or withstand a sudden generation

e due to any reason.

4.2 Spinning Reserve Response Concepts

The spinning reserve should contain adequate regulating margin for

syst m protection. Regulating margin has been defined as the available

ation change that can be achieved in a given time period referred to

.

t i [22]
rgln lme . This margin time is the maximum allowable time to

some changes in the system generation for the purposes of system

etion in the event of a sudden loss of generation capacity. Two
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marg n times are important; one minute, in order to protect the system

freq ency and tie line regulation and five minutes, in order to satisfy

syst m loss of generating capacity. System spinning reserve is the

renee between the on-line generating capacity and the system load

and 's considered as a single quantity and therefore independent of

time. The different forms of generation can be divided into categories

depe ding upon the unit response characteristics.

1. hermal Units

In most cases, the unit loading can only be incrementally increased

by a small percentage of the unit capacity. A simple unit response rate

d 1[23]. ,

'F' 4 1mo e 1S glven 1n 19ure . .

NIT RESPONSE B

=��-----l
,

RATE A II I I

MWjMIN
I I

I
I

I
I
II

I II
I I

I I I

ml m2 m3
MW OUTPUT

Figure 4.1 Response Model of a Thermal Unit

ml = Minimum output of a thermal generator

m3 = Maximum capacity of a thermal unit

m2 = Unit capacity breakpoint

The response of a thermal unit over the next few minutes can be

d cr drm i ncd from the mod cl and the unit load point,

Ilydro Units

Hydro units can normally pick up load quite quickly. The unit

res onse will depend upon the mode in which it is being operated. If it
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i being operated in the generating mode, all the remaining capacity can

b brought into service within about one minute. If, however, the

is being operated in the hydro motor status, it may take about

minutes to load it to its maximum capacity. Hydro units,

erefore, playa. very important role in satisfying system frequency
other requirements.

3. Gas Turbine Units

Gas turbine and gas engine units pick up load very quickly. The
!

I

e to start, synchronize and take up full load may be of the order of

ee to five minutes.

Other types of generation response can be considered and brought
the analysis for development of system response tables. Important
to note for a particular unit are:

i) type of the unit.

ii) Is it on-line at the particular moment?

iii) If so, what is the loading of the unit?

iv) Is it available for the next scheduling period?
The unit response rates can be determined from this basic

in ormation.

4. Incorporation of Different Types of Generation into the System

Capacity Model and the Determination of System Response Requirements
The concept of area risk curves for developing a generation system

ou age probability table was introduced in a recent publication[7].
co cepts are also briefly discussed in Chapter 2. The different types
of standby generation can be incorporated into the capacity model using
this approach. A



r�se ve and gas turbine units was shown in :t::igll:r:� f.1O. These con�.�I'.�_�,_,,,

.. ��__ ��_��?i�L�,xt_:��>:�__�,�,_�.r�_��II}_�_,£�E!Il;,ini_!l:��e ".s��;:_��_,.".._,,_- ."" ..•.... -
.. -.- "'.-

.. �-,,....."

�e� �ation. The area risk curve is given in Figure 4.2.

how 'vel', to use these units for a limited period to effectively alleviate

F( )

TIME -

Figure 4.2 Area Risk Curve for a Situation Including Stand-By Hydro
Gas Turbine and Hot Reserve Units.

F(R) is the risk function (dimensions of F(R) are time-I).
t = lead time for hydro units to take up full load.
w

t = time to start rapid start gas turbine units.
q

th = time to start hot reserve units.

t = lead time for remaining thermal generation.a

The risk contribution decreases after time t when standby hydro
w

take up load, at time t gas turbine units become available and
q

ease the operating reserve. After time th, units on hot reserve

take up load, therefore the risk contribution again decreases. At

t , additional thermal cold reserve generation becomes available
a

h reduces the risk contribution to such a low degree that for all

tical purposes, the area risk curve may be curtailed here at this

t. In the case of run of river peaking hydro units, some equipment

not be operating due to low water conditions. It may be possible,

an 'llIcl'gency suf Fc rcd due to ;1 sudden loss of generation. The risk l cv c l
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for the entire lead time for this case is:

t t th t
w q a

R = J F(RI)dt + J F(R2)dt + J F(R3)dt + J .f(R4)dt
0 t t thw q

The time dependent probabilities for the time periods tw' tq, th and

t be easilYobtained using methods already published[6]. In actual
a

wher

t
w

J F(RI)dt = Risk level calculated at the operating capacity alone
o

for the time interval 0 to t .

w

t
q
J
t
w

F(R2)dt = Risk level calculated at the operating capacity

plus the hydro generation for the time interval t
w

to t
q

th
J F(R3)dt = Risk level calculated at the operating capacity plus
tq

hydro generation and rapid start gas turbine generation

for the time interval tq to tho
t
q

{ F(R4)dt = Risk level calculated at the operating capacity plus
h

hydro generation, rapid start gas turbine and hot

reserve generation for the time interval th to tao

fact, the areas under the curve are calculated directly from the capacity

The rea risk curve concept is used simply for illustrative purposes. The

e probability tables and the integral equations are not required.

ibution to system risk after time t is usually very small and may
a

glected for all practical purposes.

Models f.9_�L.�:tandhy hydro .units .. shOtlld also include the probability
__

----..
.. ,

.. ,' "-""""' •..�-�,,,,-,".' ..,.:-- .. , .. ,,.-",.-" ... =,,,,-.-_,,.'-�'"'-''"'''''''''''''''''''--'''''-'''"'-"'-''-''''''-'"'�'''--'-''-'-'''''_,-".,_",--""•. ,.""'_-..--�-'''''''''-'

t.��!��_capable of picking up load when s�J!�(Lj,n!Q.....s.el'.y..i.C.e. A
--.�-

.... ', -"--�""""�-''''�''''''''''�-�-''----''''''��'�''�'''''''''''''''�-''- .. - ... -.--�,. .. ,- .�, ...��.,-., •. ,�., ... ",',',
, ... -.- .. �-,,,,.,.,,,,. ..,.,..,.,,.-,,; ..... ,.,,.',,-; •.. ,, ... .'
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s imil lar model to that developed for a ���"".!1::l"!:!>�n�"1:lni'L.m9"d.e,L.sho.m,.in,,""- ..

�-.-.- ---� .. �-.-�-
..'-:- -_.-.-�.�,.'�.-, .. ;.�-.' , ..,... , . .'., , "" .". ""',

Fig re 2.11 can be constructed. Th�_�robability of a hydro unit not
"'-.,.,-<•.

·...'''';"'''';�_.,�'><,_ •. ."·''' .. ''·i'·''';'''n'�·,;':�'"''''''·;''''·.• ,·,,-.• "�:_ .....•...",-.. ".".�,•..••.. , .• ,,,"''''''''''"'''_''�'.\.>�,,"''''-''-'-'''"''''''-'''-_.'''' �_'··'''·''''__ '�''''''_''''.o_ .•.•. , ,_",_,�"",,,,,,,•.•.• ,_ •...•._._,, ...,.,,,,,_,�,,,,",,,,.,_,'_�'_"'''�_''''''_''_'''�>''''''_'<'';''\'''''''-���_��:'''.. '><,

generation system model can be constructed in

The total area under the area risk curve represents the prob-

ability that all the present on-line resources plus all the back up

res the system will be unable to or just able to meet the

sys em load demand. The standard risk level is the maximum allowable

pro ability that the system generation will just be able or unable to

mee the system load. One of the considerations in the selection of

a s andard value is the time required to take available preventive action

to orestall system load loss. As noted earlier, this time may vary from

fiv minutes to several hours. The system generation which must respond

wit in five minutes is, therefore, a part of the determination of the

sta dard risk level which has been selected as an acceptable index of

satisfactory system performance.

Denote:

SR = Standard risk level

tl = Time to take corrective action

Gt = Standby generation at any time t

A(x) = Capacity outage at level x in the capacity outage probability

table.

P(x) = Cumulative outage probability of generation A(x)

RQ = System on-line response requirements for margin time tl at

time t.

RQ(t£"t,Gt) = A(x) for pex) > SR

P(x+l) < SR

small.
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The magnitude of the system on-line response requirement RQ

is function of the following in the order of their importance:

i) Standard risk level

ii) Present on-line generation

iii) System back up generation, including gas turbine and other

unit types and their lead times.

iv) Uncertainty in the system forecast load.

The on-line response requirement RQ is, therefore, the maximum

all wable cut into the on-line generation for a designated risk level.

Gas turbine units are also part.of the available response generation and

the r effect has been included as a back up for the on-line generation.

1ating margin or spinning reserve at least equal to RQ must be

ava'lable in time tt in order that the system generation responds effect

to oss of generation. The effect of these parameters is discussed in

det il later. The on-line reserve requirements for loss of generation

and load forecast uncertainty have been calculated for the S.P.C. System.

The system data is given in the Appendix A-2 and the unit response rates

are given in Appendix A-4. A standard risk level of 0.001 was selected.

The maximum allowable generation loss at this risk level under the operat

con it ions was 65 MW with no load forecast uncertainty. The required on-l

res rve increases to 78 MW, 88 MW and 108 MW for 2%, 3%, and 4% standard

of uncertainty respectively, in load forecasting. The system

sho ld be capable of responding to the loss of capacity up to the maximum

all wable level within the selected margin time. Using a margin time

va It e of fivc minutes, the un i t loadings should be selected in order to

satisfy the rcqui.rciucn t . The five minute on-line response requirements

.uc given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1

ive Minute On-line Response Requirements for the S.P.C. System
System on-line capacity;: 1098 MW

Rapid start generation available ;: 80 MW

Generation on hot reserve;: 59 MW

Total hydro generation;: 474 MW

Standard risk level selected = 0.001

5 .m inut e system on-line response requirements for loss of gene-
ration and load forecast uncertainty.

a) 65 MW at 0% forecast load ;: 1 standard deviation

b) 78 MW at 2% forecast load = 1 standard deviation

c) 88 MW at 3% forecast load = 1 standard deviation

d) 108 MW at 4% forecast load ;: 1 standard deviation

4. Effect of Interruptible Loads

Some systems have loads which can be immediately curtailed without

pe alty. These interruptible loads can also help in alleviating the

sy tem response requirement. Their effect can be incorporated into the

sy tem generation model using the area risk concept. Figure 4.3 illustra es

th effect of the interruptible loads in a system with some generation
on hot reserve.

F(R)

ADDITIONAL
GENERATION IN

TIME

Figure 4.3 Area Risk Curve for a System with an Interruptible Load.



There are two important differences between interruptibI-e loads

and rapid start or hot reserve status generation. First, there is

alw some probability of the gas turbine unit not being available when

cal into service. This is not the case with an interruptible load

as nce it has been decided to remove the load, the probability of

it ot occuring is virtually neg,l:igible. Second, rapid start gas turbine

gen or hot reserve units increase the system generation and the

cum outage probabilities are modified. In the case of interrup-

generation model remains the same, however, the outage

pro abilities of the various margins are decreased. The time required

terrupt a load is a factor in determining the benefits and the,

associated with interruptible loads.

The effect of interruptible loads was studied using the S.P.C.

m. The operating capacity was maintained at 1098 MW, the amount of

ruptible load was varied from 20 to 100 MW. All the results are

in Table 4.2. The time to remove the interruptible loads was

dered to be five minutes for this study. The loads were assumed

removed after one hour in the second study. These risk levels are

red to the first case in Table 4.3 when the time taken to remove

the nterruptible loads is reduced to five minutes.
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Table 4.2

EFFECT OF INTERRUPTIBLE LOADS ON SYSTEM RESPONSE RESERVE REQUIREMENT in S.P.C. System

System On-Line Capacity = 1098 MW

Rapid Start Generation Available = 29 MW
Generation on Hot Reserve = 46 MW

Time available to curtail interruptible loads = 5 minutes

\0
.j::o

Load Conventional Risk Levels in S.P.C. System For Interruptible
In S.P.C. Load =

System (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi)
MW o MW 20 MW 40 MW 60 MW 80 MW 100 MW

918 .00003083 .00002625 .00000474 .00000404 .00000118 .00000051
928 .00005631 .00002914 .00002175 .00000459 .00000372 .00000125
938 .00006138 .00003098 .00002640 .00000489 .00000418 .00000133
948 .00008120 .00005639 .00002922 .00002183 .00000466 .00000380
958 .00039910 .00036075 .00033035 .00032577 .00030425 .00030335
968 .00058733 .00038063 .00035582 .00032865 .00032126 .00030410
978 .00066333 .00039938 .00036103 .00033063 .00032605 .00030454
988 .00333839 .00058760 .00038090 .00035609 .00032893 .00032153
998 .00356103 .00066389 .00039993 .00036158 .00033118 .00032660
1008 .00371232 .00333910 .00058832 .00038162 .00035681 .00032964
1018 .00381862 .00356144 .00066430 .00040034 .00036199 .00033159
1028 .00651943 .00381459 .00334137 .00069059 .00048388 .00045907
1038 .01100168 .00468319 .00442601 .00152886 .00126491 .00122656
1048 .01124424 .00728210 .00457727 .00420405 .00145326 .00124656
1058 .01272950 .01146341 .00514491 .00488773 .00199059 .00172664
1068 .02004494 .01214942 .00818728 .00548244 .00510922 .00235844
1078 .02085365 .01330668 .01204059 .00572210 .00546492 .00256778
1088 .02498224 .02037523 .01247971 .00851757 .00581273 .00543951
1098 1.00000000 -- -- -- -- --



Table 4.2 (Continued)

(a) Standard Risk Level Selected = 0.001

System Five Minute On-Line Reserve Requirements

For

o MW of interruptible load = 116 MW

20 MW " " " = 96 MW

40 MW " " " = 76 MW

60 MW " " " = 65 MW

80 MW " " " = 60 MW

100 MW " " " = 60 MW

(b) Standard Risk Level Selected = 0.005

System Five Minute On-Line Reserve Requirements.

For

OMW of interruptible load = 70 MW

20 MW " " " = 50 MW

40 MW " " " = 40 MW

60 MW " " " = 35 MW

80 MW " " " 30 MW

100 MW " " " = 11 MW
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Table 4.3

EFFECT OF AVAILABLE TIME TO CURTAIL INTERRUPTIBLE LOADS

ON SYSTEM RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS IN S.P.C. SYSTEM

System On-Line Capacity =

Rapid Start Generation Available =

Generation on Hot Reserve =

Interruptible Load Available =

1098 MW
29 MW
46 MW
100 MW

Conventional Risk Levels in S.P.C.
Load In System For Time to Curtail

S.P.C. System Interruptible Load

MW (i) 5 minutes (ii) 1 hour

918 .00000051 .00000461
928 .00000125 .00002761
938 .00000133 .00002778
948 .00000380 .00004361
958 .00030335 .00035071
968 .00030410 .00035818
978 .00030454 .00036451
988 .00032153 .00301752
998 .00032660 .00303029

1008 .00032964 .00305402
1018 .00033159 .00305850
1028 .00045907 .00320661
1038 .00122656 .00399593
1048 .00124656 .00401820
1058 .00172664 .00542137
1068 .00235844 .01276125
1078 .00256778 .01298456
1088 .00543951 .01687830
1098 1.00000000 1.00000000

Five Minute On-Line Reserve Requirements

(a) At Standard Risk Level of .001:-

Case (i) 60 MW Case (ii) 116 MW

(b) At Standard Risk Level of .005:-

Case (i) 11 MW Case (ii) 40 MW
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4. System Response Tables

Power system spinning reserves are normally maintained on a number

of units located throughout the system. If these are hydro units, the

th

re erve is available almost immediately. In the case of conventiona.l

equipment, however, the units may not be capable of meeting

additional requirement in time tQ,. A system response table can,

refor� be used to give the probability of some amount of or loss of

re ponding gener�tion for time t.

Le

tk = the time for which a response table is being made
(usually tk = tQ,).

n = total number of generating units on-line in the power system
at any time t.

G. = maximum capacity of the jth unit at time t.
J

L. = loading of the jth unit at time t.
J

R. = amount of responding generation on jth unit in time tQ,J

RR.= response rate of the generating unit j in MW/minJ

P. = probability of responding generation R. not being availableJ
on unit j. J

R. = Min {(G.-L.) ,
J J J

t = tk
E
t = 1

takes into consideration the non-linearity associated with RR ..
J

If the generating unit exhibits some derated states, they can also

be aken into consideration.

Q" = number of outage states associated with unit j (unit exhibitsJ Q, _ I derated states).

Pl. ' P2. ' ..... , p�. = probabilities of the existence of outage
J J J states 1,2,3, .....

Any future partial outage of full outage of the operating Units
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cre tes a physical change in system state and in this case, the assumption



has een made that the unit will not be required to make up any other loss

of g neration even if some reserve is left on it.

k = Q,

P. = E p.
J k 1 Jk

Therefore for the purposes of constructing a system response table,

the nit capacities are equal to R. and the outage probabilities equal to
J

P ..
J

RG = Total on-line responding generation in time tk·
j = n

= E R.

j = 1 J

greater than RQ, the system on-line response requirementsRG m

follows:

dete from the system generation model. A system response table will

appe

M ximum responding generation on-line within the system = RG

Margin time for system response = tk
Number of steps = p

Probability of That Amount of Responding
Generation Not Being Available or Just

Available

Re ponding Generation
Available

K(l) = RG

K(2) =

PRel) = 1.0

PR(2) =

PR(3) =K(3) =

RK(j) = PR(j) =

RK(p) o PRep) =

This response table utilizes the time dependent probabilities for

the lead time t. Rapid start gas turbine units and standby hydro units
a
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are art of the five minute responding generation available. The amount

determined from the standard risk level is the maximum allowable

on-l ne loss of generation. It represents the difference between the

ting capacity and the load for a given risk level and incorporates

the tandby abilities of the remaining system capacity. The amount of

stan by hydro and gas turbine generation has reduced RQ, the five minute

on-l ne system response rquirements, by an appropriate amount. Units on

hot eserve are not part of the five minute responding generation, however,

the ffect of these units is included in the determination of the system

on-l ne response requirements in terms of their effect on the standard

risk level.

The response risk can be found from the system response table.

Resp nse risk is the probability of the responding generation just being

avai able or not being available within the specified time. When the

maxi urn on-line responding generation RG is equal to or less than the

requ·red on-line generation RQ for time tk, the response risk is equal to

one. The response risk index readily determines the most reliable loading

when comparing various spinning reserve distributions within the system.

Cons·der the operating condition shown in Table 4.1 where the on-line

ity is 1098 MW. The system load is assumed to be 939 MW and therefore

the pinning reserve is 159 MW under these conditions. The hydro unit

385 MW out of 474 MW. The thermal generation is not economicall

load d and most of the units are operating at about 85 - 90% of their

The response rates of most of the thermal un its are about 3".,

of t 1(' capacity per minute at this loading and 55 MW of the thermal spi nn i

rese ve out of a total of 70 MW is available to respond in five minutes.

The system operating cost at this loading is $1,088.66 per hour. The

syst m operates at a very low response risk, because in order to satisfy a
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65 requirement, a maximum of 144 MW of on-line responding generation

is vailable. The standard risk of 0.001 is the probability associated

wit having a capacity deficiency of 65 MW or more in the future period.

The minute response risk obtained from Table 4.4 is for all practical

zero. The very low response risk is associated with a highpur

eco penalty in this case. The operating cost can be reduced but

wit an attendant increase in response risk. This is illustrated later

in he chapter. At the standard risk level of 0.001, the response risk

ass with a forecast load having an uncertainty of 4% is .00003591

fro Table 4.4.

A satisfactory system mode of operation can be t rans lat.ed into a

sta system response risk. This standard system response risk figure

will depend upon the system composition, the nature of the consumers

served and the relative costs incurred.

4.6 One Minute System Response Tables

System frequency and tie line regulation requirements dictate

that a certain amount of generation must be available to pick up load

in minute. A small proportion of the operating thermal

order of 3% of the on-line thermal capacity is normally available

this time period. In the case of hydraulic equipment, the units

in

wit

can normally be loaded to their full capacity subj ect to flow restrictions

wit in this period. The one minute system requirements must be satisfied

for secure system operation. The one minute system response tables can

be constructed to compare two different operating modes. The most

reliable mode will have the lowest one minute response risk.



Table 4.4

FIVE MINUTE SYSTEM RESPONSE TABLE FOR THE OPERATING

CONDITIONS GIVEN IN TABLE 4.1

RE sponding Generation
Available

MW

Probability of That Amount of

Responding Generation Not Being
Available or Just Available

144.0
142.5
141.5
141. 0
140.0
139.0
138.0
137.0
136.0
135.0
133.0
131. 0
129.0
125.0
124.0
122.0
120.0
117.0
115.0
111. 5
109.0
105.5
100.0
95.0
90.0
85.0

1.00000000
0.12503110
0.08647203
0.08289623
0.06211832
0.05795911
0.05771232
0.05757244
0.05727351
0.05580495
0.05427030
0.05415834
0.05411191
0.02101769
0.00325648
0.00189412
0.00135548
0.00128301
0.00121969
0.00088614
0.00050762
0.00003591
0.00001531
0.00001262
0.00000193
0.00000012
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A one minute standard response risk value can be selected as in

the case of the five minute standard response risk. The one minute

onse risk value can be selected on the basis of essential system

irements based on off-line transient and dynamic stability studies.

4.7 Spinning Reserve Location in a Power System

System response offers a consistent means of locating the system

spi ning reserve within the system. The reserves must be located so as

to satisfy both one minute and five minute response considerations. This

may conflict with the system economic schedule in many cases. The

the mal generation requirement is determined as follows:

SL � Total system load and system losses for any time interval.

TG ::: Total thermal generation scheduled for any time interval t.

H = Total hydro scheduled power for interval t for economic loadin

TG = SL - H

For most reliable loading, the five minute responding generation

be a maximum and the one minute response requirements should be

nl = Number of hydro units within the system.

n2
= Number of thermal generators in the up state within the system

For most reliable schedule

Fiv minute on-line response generation

k = nl k =

n2 5t =

RGS = � (Gk-Lk) + � � R�k = 1 k = 1 t = 1 t

One minute response generation

k = n k :::

n21

RGI = 2: (Gk-Lk) + 2: R�k = 1 k = 1 1
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The one minute system response generation should satisfy th�

system frequency and regulation requirements.

The five minute on-line response requirement is improved by gas

tu bine and gas engine units. The total capability of these units,

ho ever, cannot be added directly due to the probability associated with

th failure of these units to come into operation when needed. The

co cept of area risk curves[7] automatically takes into account the

pr babilities associated with the units failing to come into operation.

five minute on-line requirements are decreased by a certain fraction
,

the gas turbine and rapid start unit capability. This fraction depend�
n the operating system composition, the size of the rapid start units

the outage probabilities associated with them. This fraction cannot

determined accurately by empirical methods. The system constraint is

t maximum available on-line responding generation RG must be equal or

ater than the response requirement RQ.

Spinning reserve location is a matter of satisfying system one

ute and five minute reserve requirements, while maintaining economic

ration. Starting from an economic s�hedule, some generation changes

be made to obtain a more reliable schedule. This adjustment may

uire unloading a gas turbine unit and loading up more thermal generation.

lizing hydro generation at a different hour may also satisfy the

ponse risks without much economic penalty. In other cases, the

sting loading on thermal units can be slightly changed to satisfy

response risks. The least costly adjustment from the optimum

nomic schedule can be used for proper utilization of system spinning

erves and rapid start generation.
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4.8 pplication to Interconnected Systems

Spinning reserve requirements in two interconnected systems

were etermined in a recent paper[8]. The method utilized the deve-

syst and this equivalent multi layered assistance unit was added to

the capacity model of the system under consideration to obtain equi-

system generation models.

Figure 4.4 Two Systems Interconnected with a Tie Line.

In Figure 4.4, consider System A being assisted by System B, the

equi alent generation model of System A (A ) is then
e

A = B + A
e a

B = assistance unit of System B for System A.
a

A = generation model of System A.

simi ar manner and the system thermal requirements modified accordingly.

The capacity interchange between the systems can be handled in a

wher

If

TG = SL - H - I

I = Net MW interchange for interval t.

System response models for one minute and five minute period can

s milarly be modified.

AS1' =: one minute re sponsc model of System (\
, \

1

AS1' five m inut c rc spon s c moclc I of Sys tom A
, 's

BSR =: one minute response model of System B

1



BSR = five minute response model of System B
5

Tighter tie line capability limits than in the normal spinning

A
SRI (e)

B
SRI (a)

A
SRI (e)

= equivalent one minute response model of System A
after the incorporation of assistance from the inter
connected systems.

� assistance unit from one minute response model of
System B

= BSR + ASR1 (a) I

= BSR + ASR
5(a) 5

erve case must be applied on response models. The effect of

t es of agreement governing this type of assistance, can be incorporated

into the analysis using the techniques given in Chapter 3.

The factors which affect interconnected system response assistance

ar the response reserve in the assisting system, maximum interchange

ca acity, forced outage probability of the tie line and the load forecast

uncertainties in the various systems. The dynamic stability limitations

must be considered in determining the maximum interchange capability I

These concepts were applied to the generation model of the S.P.C.

em. Some interchange capacity was available from the M.H. System,

capacity was varied from 35 to 70 MW, the tie line transfer

bility was maintained at 75 MW. All of these results are given in

rchange assistance can drastically reduce the response risks in

It can be seen from Table 4.5 that the effect of available

the assisted system.
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Table 4.5

System On Line Capacity = 1113 MW

System Load = 1039 MW
S.P.C. System On-Line Response Generation = 40.5 MW
Maximum allowable interchange Capability = 75 MW

Response Risk Levels in S.P.C. System

I I ,

Response Maximum Response Gene rat i on Available for Interchange
Generation

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)Available
MW 75.5 85.5 95.5 105.5 115.5

45.0 .00000053 .00000001 0.0 0.0 0.0
50.0 .00003642 .00000046 .00000001 0.0 0.0
55.0 .00005650 .00000082 .00000001 0.0 0.0
60.0 .00143899 .00004343 .00000069 .00000001 0.0
65.0 .00301660 .00007130 .00000115 .00000005 0.0
70.0 .03181547 .00159086 .00005116 .00000092 .00000001
75.0 .08269995 .00341502 .00008800 .00000158 .00000008
80.0 1.0 .03665637 .00176617 .00005973 .00000122
85.0 - .08728635 .00383437 .00010674 .00000211
90.0 - l.0 .04147308 .00196471 .00006926
95.0 - - .09184992 .00427444 .00012757
100.0 - - 1.0 .04626571 .00218621
105.0 - - - .09639072 .00473502
110.0 - - - 1.0 .05103437
115.0 - - - - .10090870
117.5 -

I
- - - 1.0

-

-

.......

o
0\
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ffect of Hydro and Rapid Start Gas Turbine Units on Response Risk

In general, all the available on-line hydro generations can be

full loaded within one minute. Hydro generation in the pumped storage

mode can be fully loaded in the order of about ten minutes. The prob

abil'ties of a standby hydro generator being found on hidden forced

4.9

outa e during any future period and not taking up load when called into

are very low. Hydro generators, therefore, playa very important

satisfying the system response requirements. The operating costs

serv

role

of h dro generators are normally far lower than those of thermal generation.

Duri g off peak periods, the response risks are very small in the case of

hydr -thermal systems as both one minute and fiveminute response require

ment can be satisfied by the hydraulic units.

Rapid start gas turbine units require time in the order 'of five

minu es to take up full load. The probabilities of a gas turbine unit

bein found on outage during a future period and the probabilities of not

operation when called into service are relatively high. Gascomi

turb ne units satisfy five minute response requirements. In calculating

the minute on-line response requirements, therefore, these units arc

incl in the analysis together with the rest of the standby resources.

The ctual five minute reserves are the system on-line generation avail

able in five minutes plus the rapid start gas turbine units. Five minute

on-l ne response requirements are decreased by some fraction of the gas

turb ne generation available depending upon the transient outage prob-

abil ties of on-line generation, lead time of additional thermal generation

etc. etc. One minute response requirements are not satisfied by these

unit
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4.10 Effect of Load Forecast Uncertainty on System Response Requirements

Some degree of load forecast uncertainty is always associated with

ast loads for future periods. The distribution of load forecast

tainty can be approximated by a stepped distribution. The final

ation system model having included the effects of standby gas

turb'ne generation, hot reserve and other types of unit can be meshed

with this stepped approximation. The new table resulting after incorp

orat'on of load forecast uncertainty will determine the system response

requ rements for one minute or five minutes. In general, the presence of

load forecast uncertainty will dictate higher response generation

requ rements to carry the same load. The response tables by themselves

are ot affected by load forecast uncertainty. Higher responding

are equired to satisfy the same standard risk when load forecast uncer

tain y is present. The response risks in a system with load forecast

unce tainty, therefore, are much higher.

4.11 Considerations in Selecting Responding Generation

Two criteria must be satisfied in selecting response generation for

any ut1.1re load. There must be adequate generation ready to respond in

to satisfy the one minute and five minute reserve requirements. In

where the response generation is less than the system requirements

as c mputed by the analysis outlined in this chapter, the response risk

to one. A second consideration is the selection of a suita�le

nse risk to be used as a standard risk value. This index is closely

ed to the system operating cost and prior to selecting a suitable

value, it may be necessary to determine an incremental reliability cost

is

scale. The factors influencing the response risks are quantity and nature

of standby units available at any time in the future, transient outage
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bilities associated with the largest operating units, loading of

the arious unit types and load forecast uncertainty. One obvious way

prove the response risk is to split up the loading on different

i.e. not leaving the entire responding generation on only a few

for the same amount of total available response generation.

The response risk criterion can also be used to compare the

bility performance of two different loading schemes. When the

nse requirements are satisfied, the response risks can be compared

tly. In the event that response requirements at the standard

level cannot be satisfied, both response risks are equal to one.

is case, a higher value of standard risk can be used to compare the

nse risks.

System operating costs rise sharply when higher response

requ rements have to be satisfied. The economic schedule must be

cons dered first and the least costly adjustments made to satisfy the

syst m response requirements. A dynamic stability criterion is required

to d termine one minute response requirements and improvements in this

area may reduce the system operating cost for a given reliability level.

4.12 Application to the S.P.C. System

The S.P.C. System generation model was used for these studies. This

is a hydro-thermal system with a relatively large number of thermal units

g capacities up to 30 MW, 4 - 66 MW thermal units, 2 - 150 MW thermal

unit- and hydro units with capacities ranging from 35 to 63 MW. The

rc spuns c ra t c s of t hc t he rmn I units ranged from 2 to 3�. of the maximum

ity. There are also some gas turbine units having capacities of 1

�V. The system composition is given in Appendix A-2. Two studies



onducted on the system. In the first study, the on-line system

capac'tyof 1098 MWwas taken and the loading on the system units varied.

inute response tables were developed for different loadings and

running costs per hour were calculated. It may be seen from

4.1 that due to the presence of normally distributed load forecast

ainty, five minute system response requirements increase from 65 to

when one standard deviation increases from 0% to 4% of the forecast

The loading of the system hydro units was transferred from a

110

urn possible of 474 MW to the lowest cost available thermal generation

and the results are presented in Table 4.6 (i) to

Table 4.6 (i) shows the optimum loading case but the

m five minute response requirements are not satisfied. In Table 4.6 (i ,

the economic schedule was used, the four 142 MW and 61.5 MW

at Boundary Dam were fully loaded. The remaining thermal generation

was herefore operated at the lowest permissible values. The resulting

five minute response generation was only 35 MW out of the spinning

of 159 MW. The additional 80 MW of rapid start gas turbine units

are Iso available within five minutes, however, the on-line reserve

.MW at the standard risk level of 0.001 are not satisfied.

e remaining examples shown in Table 4.6, the hydro unit loadings are

ased in 10 MW steps. This load is transferred to the next most

econ mlc thermal generation SOurce. The response risk decreases as more

nsive generation is released. The response risk could be further

ased at any hydro unit load level by reducing the loading on the

thermal units. This would, of course, result in an increase in

ting cost.
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Ta Ie 4.6 Effect of Shifting Hydro Generation on S.P.C. System

System on-line capacity = 1098 MW

Rapid start generation available = 80 MW
Generation on hot reserve = 59 MW

Total hydro generation = 474 MW

(i) Loading on hydro units = 474 MW

System running cost per hour = $883.08
(optimal schedule)
Maximum on-line response generation = 35 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

35.0
32.5
30.0
27.5
25.0
22.5
20.0
17.5
15.0
12.5

1.00000000
0.03439803
0.03045184
0.03027321
0.03027250
0.00035532
0.00023306
0.00022752
0.00022750
0.00000097

(ii) Loading on hydro units = 464 MW

System running cost per hour = $897.28
Maximum on-line response generation = 45 MW

Responding Generation
Avai 1abl e (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

45.0
42.5
40.0
37.5
35.0
32.5
30.0
27.5
25.0
22.5
20.0

1.00000000
0.03492907
0.03098506
0.03027550
0.03027261
0.00037177
0.00024958
0.00022759
0.00022750
0.00000109
0.00000017
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(iii) Loading on hydro units:;; 454 MW

System running cost per hour:;; $912.28
Maximum on-line response generation = 55 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

55.0
52.5
50.0
47.5
45.0
42.5
40.0
37.5
35.0
32.5
30.0
25.0

. ·1 e •00000000
0.03492908
0.03098506
0.03080653
0.03080582
0.00037407
0.00024970
0.00024407
0.00024406
0.00000116
0.00000017
0.00000013

(Iv) Loading on hydro units = 444 MW

System running cost per hour = $928.08
Maximum on-line response generation = 65 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

65.0
62.5
60.0
57.5
55.0
52.5
50.0
47.5
45.0
42.5
40.0
37.5
35.0
30.0

1.00000000
0.03492908
0.03098506
0.03080653
0.03080582
0.00090510
0.00078290
0.00024633
0.00024415
0.00001764
0.00001672
0.00000022
0.00000015
0.00000013

(v) Loading on hydro units = 434 MW

System running cost per hour:;; $944.28
Maximum on-line response generation:;; 75 MW

Responding Generation

Available (MW)
Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

75.0
72.5

1.00000000
0.03492908
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70.0
67.5
65.0
62.5
60.0
57.5
55.0
52.5
50.0
45.0
42.5
35.0

0.03098506
0.03080653
0.03080582
0.00090510
0.00078290
0.00077736
0.00077735
0.00001991
0.00001681
0.00001667
0.00000022
0.00000015

(vi) Loading on hydro units = 424 MW

System running cost per hour = $962.08
Maximum on-line response generation = 85 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

85.0
82.5
80.0
77 .5
75.0
72.5
70.0
67.5
65.0
62.5
60.0
57.5
55.0
50.0
40.0

1.00000000
0.03492908
0.03098506
0.03080653
0.03080582
0.00090510
0.00078290
0.00077736
0.00077735
0.00055094
0.00055002
0.00001894
0.00001677
0.00001667
0.00000015

(vii) Loading on hydro units = 414 MW

System running cost per hour = $980.28
Maximum on-line response generation available = 95 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

95.0
92.5
90.0
87.5
85.0
82.5

1.00000000
0.03492908
0.03098506
0.03080653
0.03080582
0.00090510
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80.0
77 .5
75.0
72.5
70.0
65.0
60.0
55.0
45.0

0.00078290
0.00077736
0.00077735
0.00055094
0.00055002
0.00054997
0.00001677
0.00001667
0.00000015

(viii) Loading on hydro units = 404 MW
System running cost p�hour = $999.28
Maximum on-line response generation = 98 MW

Responding Generation
Available (MW)

Probability of Not Being
Available or Just Available

98.0
95.5
93.0
92.5
91. 5
89.0
86.5
85.0
84.0
82.5
80.0
63.0
60.5
58.0
54.0
50.0

1.00000000
0.03492908
0.03098506
0.03080654
0.00090851
0.00090510
0.00078290
0.00077737
0.00055096
0.00055094
0.00055002
0.00054997
0.00001894
0.00001677
0.00000022
0.00000015
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In the second study the effect of rapid start gas turbine units

on t e response risks for the S.P.C. System was examined. The on-line

oper ting capacity taken was 1113 MW, and the total hydro loading fixed

at 4 7 MW. Five minute response requirements were computed for normally

dist ibuted load forecast uncertainties ranging from 0% to 4% of the

fore ast peak equal to one standard deviation. Table 4.7 shows the

five minute on-line reserve requirements which result when the rapid

star generation is varied from 5 MW to 90 MW. Response risk curves for

the perating condition shown in Table 4.7 and with 5 MW of rapid start

gene ation available are shown in Figure 4.5. Two cases are shown in

this diagram. The hydro unit loadings were fixed in each case at 407 MW.

The light difference in operating cost is due to redistribution of load

en thermal units. The maximum responding generation was equal in

cases at 107.5 MW. The response risk for a given amount of resp-

g generation is in general lower for higher operating cost case. The

humps in the response risk curves are due to large quantities of responding

ation located on single units. The responding generation should be

ibuted throughout the system operating units in accordance with the

rs that affect response risk. One minute response tables can be

dev loped in a similar manner and quantitative reliability indices

det this response requirement.

This chapter has demonstrated methods for quantitative evaluation

reserve requirements in power systems. Algorithms have been

for determination of five minute response requirements in

power systems comprising of hydro, thermal, gas turbine and

of

dev

com

oth r types of generation. The role of different types of standby
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Table 4.7

EFFECT OF RAPID START GAS TURBINE GENERATION ON THE

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS IN THE S.P.C. SYSTEM

System on Line Capacity = 1113 MW

System Load = 972 MW
Total Hydro Generation Available = 474 MW

Load on Hydro Generation = 407 MW
Standard Risk Level Selected = 0.001

5 M nute On-line system response requirements for system loss of

gen ration and load forecast uncertainty.

Rap d Start (a) (b) (c) (d)
Gen ration

1 Standard deviation equal to % of
forecast peak

Ava labIe 0 2 3 4

.5 140 163 173 183
2/ Ii

� '--I"

31 129 143 163 173
2

57 103 123 133 143
-'
"

90 70 83 93 .113
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gen ation has been examined particularly in regard to the location of

spi ning reserves within the system. The effect of load forecast

unc rtainty on system response requirements has been studied. An

eco omic evaluation has alsp been made on the effect of shifting system

loa from thermal generation to hydro generation. The response risks

for optimal loading schedules have been studied and illustrated for a

pra tical system case. Given an acceptable response risk, an economic

fea ible schedule which satisfies this requirement can be evolved. It

can clearly be seen that the difference between the operating capacity

and the load is not a valid indicator of the ability of the system to

res ond to a loss of capacity. This chapter has introduced a new

dim nsion to spinning reserve evaluation studies. These concepts have

als been applied to two interconnected systems.
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5. UNIT COMMITMENT RELIABILITY EVALUATION

5.1 Introduction

The earlier chapters considered spinning reserve evaluation in

ti system configuration and the allocation of spinning reserves

ghout the system. This chapter considers the application of

ting capacity reliability techniques to the scheduling of system

ation on a continuous basis and to unit commitment in a hydro-

al system.

A te�bility oriented unit commitment scheme involves two

basic elements, economic scheduling of the operating units over the

I
ope ating capacity reliability techniques with some modifications availablel
in he published literature can be utilized for calculating the reliabilityl

i

I

app icable to large hydro-thermal systems appeared recently
[23]

. The

of he hourly schedules. A primary attempt to apply reliability tech

niq es to the unit commitment problem was made by Guy[29]. This was

fol owed by another recent paper which described optimal thermal generating

uni commitment satisfying reliability standards [30]. The reliability

met iod used in both of these papers utilized the time into the future as

the ll';ld time for calculating the time dependent probabilities. It is

d i tlti cu l t to app l v t h c s c mc t.ho.I.. Clli' c n l cul a ti ng the operating svst cm

reliability of a practical power svs r cm schedule having a large number of
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up units with variable start-up times. These commitment techniques

applied only to thermal systems[29,30]. The use of the time into

the future as the time for calculating the time dependent probabilities
of the operating units does not properly recognize the rapid start and

capability of the system to react to a loss of generation.

This chapter presents a technique for the application of a

ntitative reliability criterion to the unit commitment problem in a

ro-thermal system. The reliability approach outlined considers the

tus of all the standby units during the scheduling period. The units

ch pass into the hot reserve state after being taken out of service

the rapid start generation available at any hour are incorporated
o the reliability calculation. Load forecast uncertainty which

reases for distant future loads is also included in the reliability

lysis. A' designated risk value known as standard risk is the maximum

owable unreliability at any time. This term has been previously

erred to in the literature as the maximum tolerable insecurity level

If the risk level is exceeded at any time, more

uld be scheduled into service for that hour. The on-line generation

at any moment is composed of a number of operating units. ConSidering
al this generation equivalent to one large multilayered unit does not

in olve any arproximations and permits the quantitative incorporation of

th effects of individual unit derated states, rapid start units, load

fo ecast uncertainty and other elements that do actually influent::e the

re iability of the system. for



ro generation is utilized subject to the flow restrictions and the

dage hydro units The total system

co ventional thermal, gas turbine and remaining types of generation are

rated to obtain a minimum running cost for the remaining load. Using

dynamic programming method a minimum cost priority list for various

d ranges can be obtal·ned[26,29,30]. Th t i 1 h d 1e op Ima sc e u es are

ified to satisfy the reliability standards at every hour. When the

imal economic schedule has been modified for reliability constraints,

cost savings possible by leaving a unit in service are utilized. The

hod ultimately results in a reliable operation of the power system at

minimum cost.

continuous basis.

This commitment technique is also suitable for utilizatlion
I

S. Economic System Operation Method

Unit commitment in a hydro.,.thermal system is performed in general

by first fixing the hydro generation. All the capacity available at the

ru of the river plants is utilized as dictated by the flow restrictions.

In the case of the units with storage, a peak shaving technique may be

us d to secure the minimum operating cost of the remaining generation

du ing the scheduling period.

TGt = Total on-line generation at time t,

TIlt = Total thermal generation required at time t,

Lt = Total system load plus losses at time t,

Ht = Total hydro scheduled power,

SRt = System spinning reserve requirements at time t.

THt =

TGt.
- Ht

TGt = Lt + SRt



The total hourly thermal and gas turbine generation can be

dete from the above equation. The total available conventional

ther al and gas turbine generation is operated in such a manner that the

t t
. .. .

Ad'
.

h d[26,29,30]
o a runn1ng cost 1S a m1n1mum. ynam1c programm1ng met 0

has een proposed in the literature to obtain the minimum operating cost.

The 19orithm for the method is given below.

Let

N = Total number of generating units,

THt = Total load carried by N generating units at hour t,

LCN = Total load carried by the Nth thermal generating unit at hour t

t

fN (THt) = Minimum running cost of carrying THtMW load on N generating
units,

DN = Cost of carrying LCtMW load on the unit N,
t

Least cost of carrying (TH -LCN )MW load on the remaining
N -1 uni t s .

t
t

The dynamic programming function for minimizing the system running

cos is:

aN
= Minimum output of the Nth unit in MW at time t,

t

bN = Maximum output of the Nth unit in MW at time t.

t

The constraints on the permissible values of the unit outputs are,

the efore,

o < aN � LeN � bN
t t t

It ay be more economical to shut down a unit rather than to operate it

at he minimum allowable value in many load situations. A minimum loading

val e of zero is also permissible.
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Thermal unit heat rates have been approximated by a second order

function so that

x is the output of a thermal unit.

Using the dynamic programming function and satisfying the unit

load"ngconstraints, a curve of input in dollars as a function of output

in m gawatts from minimum output to maximum capacity for the system can be

Two types of information are obtained from this input output

It is used to determine the combination of units yielding the

running costs for various ranges of system loads. It is also

zed to determine the minimum running cost for a given combination

The reliability requirements will modify the economic commit-

schedule in most cases. The minimum running costs can be found

the new combination of units.

The spinning reserve requirements at every hour are dependent upon

ailure rates of the various operating units, size of the largest

tlng unit, nature and amount of standby generation available and

forecast uncertainty at that hour. Computation of system

reserves can be made by a quantitative reliability method which

all the above noted factors. The details of the method are

in the following sections. Some portions of the system spinning

::s=�::::�;!:���!=::��:�::�:� .:��:����:�:��:��::- I
As previously noted, the spinning reserve reqUire-!

j

s will change the combination of the units to be scheduled at any hour. 1
I
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programming method can be utilized to find the minimum

ting cost for the modified schedule.

Reliability Considerations

There is an important difference between the statistics used for

planning studies and the operating reserve studies. All

the eneration available for any given time period i��£2!!�:i,Q�.!:�,�Ll!L1!._
;---_ ____.: _-"--'-�"_"'_'

�_'_"'_"'"' • _""'_.". ._.____
_

•.
__ "_ • .... , ,,�-_ •• •• _�. _ •••� •••� ....�,� o. __ • __ ...._�". __ .,.,".�.�- ••

----

•

-
- •

The probability of a unit being unavailable at any

time in the future is used for building a capacity outage probability

Only the on-line generation is considered for the operating reserve
,"'_ -_a_

In addition there is back-up generation in the form of conven-

l.thermal units not operated designated cold reserve, rapid

hy�ro units not being operated due to

economics and some thermaLunit.s.; in the hot reserve mode. All
_' ." . '_ .•

· ",h".,',,,',, .. ,.....

- .
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. I
available to replace any eventual loss 0 generat i.on.]

" '.,."
__ ,

,.'--� >e. -, .;._ =,__.�_"_•. ,.,, � '<,,, .. -;r_�. ,,."" "", .......�.. �"'��'''."''-''-�:.;.:�;_.,,.. .;;o.�_'''.,..�.,,.,-'''"''?<.-,J_''<>''''W>;-'.":-:-�.;;,�;"!:>",,,,-�,,,,,--,,-,,.;.-" I
from the probabilities of an operating unitl

,'. ,..... ,."""",,,,.,.. ,.. ",,, '" , ,.. '''''''. " ,. -- "" ... ,. , ". ''''''. ... . , ....." ... '1".
lost and not replaced by additional generation. The delay time to I

I
. I

I
I

of an emergency. In,....g�I1eral, there is a sufficient
""'-"'''''''�''", .. "",,,.

is of the order of 4 to 24 hours

upon the size of the unit and length of time since it was

The probabilities used for operating reserve studies are time

probabilities for the lead time to start additional generation.

approach was recently extended to take into consideration the effects

pid start generation, hot reserve generation and the variable lead

time of cold reserve generation [7] .

When the reliability for an extended time period is considered as

in t e case of unit commitment purposes, two aspects are considered. The
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ry consideration is the available standby generation in the future

peri d and the time taken to place this generation on line in the case of

The secondary consideration is the effect of the loss of
any

generation in the future period before the actual load arrives.

factors are important for risk level determination for a future time

1. Cold Reserve Available

2. Rapid Start Generation Available

3. Hot Reserve Available (Peaking units being cycled pass into

this mode for a short period)

The start up time of the available cold reserve generation

even at peak load

Systems operate at significantly higher risks when adequate

reserve is not available.

Nearly all systems have some quantity of rapid start generation to

peaking service or to satisfy local area constraints. The effect

type of generation has been considered in detail in the literature.

for such units have also been developed and take into

unt the probability of a unit failing to come into operation when

Large quantities of standby rapid start genera-

the overall system lead time to

Systems with this mode of operation, therefore, have very

sma 1 risk. A thermal unit which is being cycled for peak load demands

�';111 be brought into service in about one hour if it has been removed from

:>�r ice during the past couple of hours. This hot reserve generation can

be ncorporated into the quantitative reliability assessment using the

avaolable techniques [7] . The effect of rapid start and hot reserve units

is onsidered in detail in··the next section.



in a Future

PeriOd.extent without

I

5. The Effect in the Future Period of the Loss of Some Generation

Consider the capacity outage probability table for operating

ge eration at a�y hour h into the future. The present on-line operatingn

ge eration can fail at any time in the future making the risk much

hi The time t can be divided into a number of intervals of size L'lt.
n

A oss of generation situation is depicted in Figure 5.1.

RISK
,

'--UNIT FAILS

!.-- t (tn-f) -

R2
..

�I ,

TIME

Figure 5.1 A Situation Depicting Loss of Generation
A few assumptions reduce the computations to a great

causing significant error.

1. Larger size units are always base loaded, making basic steps in the
capacity outage probability table similar at all hours.

2. Only one unit, equivalent in size to the largest single contingency,
can fail independently during an interval L'lt.

3. The system has adequate cold reserve generation at all times.

Let

= The number of intervals upto the time t into
the future.

n

A(x) = Capacity outage of x MW in the capacity outage
probability table.

P(x) = Cumulative outage probability of A(x) MW.

qt = Cumulative outage probability of the largest single
1 contingency for lead time tl into the future =

P(xp)
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Rl = Basic risk level for generation at hour tn for no

generation loss, determined by the lead time of
cold reserve at that hour

= Increased risk for generation at hour tl, t2,""
tn due to some generation loss within the lead
time tn'

gl,···,gii = Probability that failure takes place during the
interval tl, t2" ... ,tn.

RI K = (Rl. (l-qt ) + R 'q )"g + (Rl.(l-qt ) + R 'q )'g +

1 tl tl 1
2 t2 t2 2

+ (Rl.(l-qt ) + R

n tn

+ ----------------------------

+ (Rl +(Rt
n

- Rl)'q ).gt n
n

As ume that the failure of some generation is equally likely during any

of the intervals, given that a failure does take place,

1
g = g =

...
= g = -

.1 2 n n

RISK = Rl +(R
tl

(Rt - Rl)·qt In
n n

Co putation of risk Rl does not pose any problem. For calculation of Rtl,
increased risk after failure of some generation, the capacity available

is reduced by the amount of generation loss, rapid start units if any are

luded for regular service and the risk of satisfying the margin between

load and generation computed. Assuming the loss of only the largest

gle element does not introduce much error. The probabilities vf loss
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of his capacity qt , ... ,qt are generally of the order of .001. The
1 n

ability of a double major contingency is qt ·qt which is much
1 n

smaller. The actual increase in risk level, therefore, much smaller.

At low load periods during the day, if some outage does take place,

and a large quantity of rapid start capacity is available, the

diate increase in risk Rl is not significant. After a few

s equal to the lead time of the cold reserve generation, the

on-line generation capacity can be adjusted to the needed quantity.

Dur'ng most hours of the day, if rapid start generation is available,

the risk does not increase appreciably due to the loss of some generation.

The failed units are repaired and depending upon the failure, the unit

rna not be utilized again during the scheduling period.

5.S Effect of the Load Curve Sh�pe

SCHEDULED
GENERATION

l-OAD

MW

Period Starting Time TIME

Figure 5.2 A Typical Daily Load Curve.

A typical daily load curve is shown in Figure 5.2 in which various

amo nts of generation are scheduled in order to meet the hourly

The effect of the load curve shape is to reduce the risk of loss of some

generation within the scheduling period. Consider Figure 5.2, if an

uns heduled outage takes place at the time tx when the load is decreasing
1
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[the ext thermal unit to be removed from service will not be taken out

An actual high load or high risk period does not normally

last very long as it depends upon the length of the peak duration in

the ay. If a failure does take place during the increasing load

peri ds, the rise in risk level is higher than for a similar occurrence

in a decreasing load period. The increase in the risk level even for

this case does not exceed the anticipated risk at a constant load level

due 0 loss of some generation. Additional generation has been scheduled

to c me into operation at a point somewhat later in time, so that tpe

syst m can operate at constant risk levels under ordinary operating

cond tions. The effect on the system risk levels of the loss of some

gene ation is, therefore, reduced due to the nature of the daily load

Cl.

shape.)
The primary factors affecting system operating reliability are

curv

the perating capacity at any time and the nature and amount of standby

gene ation. Using the methods discussed here, the secondary effects of

the oss of some generation in the future can be incorporated into the

anal sis. The reliability method is discussed in detail in the following

5.6 Primary Reliability Considerations

A quantitative reliability method is used to incorporate the diff-

types of available standby generation into the generation model. As

for secure operation, the probability of system generation

not eeting or just failing to meet the system load requirements, must

not exceed a certain designated value called the risk index. The actual

selection of the risk level is a management decision depending upon the

relative costs incurred, nature of loads served and the operating system

�0mlosition. The met�od of area risk curves[7] modified to incorporate
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all he different types of generation during the day can be used for

this purpose.

The method includes pondage hydro units not being operated and

turbine units. The time dependent probabilities used

alculating the reliability of future generation at the hourly forecast

be calculated for the delay time to make corrective changes in

generation. !_1:l_i�_����y �iJll�is the lead time to start up

cold reserve generation. The system back up generation consists

of u its which have different lead times and must be incorporated into

Forecast loads for the future period have some

with them. This uncertainty in load forecasting is

time and increases for more distant loads into the future.

curve approach can be extended to incorporate the effect of

uncertainty into the generation capacity model. The concept

rea risk curves has also been discussed in chapters 2 and 4.

5.7 Modifications in the Reliability Technique for Commitment Purposes

The generating system reliability over an extended period is

con idered for unit commitment purposes. Generating units have to be

tak n out of service and put back into the operation depending upon the

for cast loads. It is very important, therefore, that the consequences

of aking a certain type of unit out of service or placing it in service be

idered .

5.8 The Role of Rapid Start Gas Turbine Units

Rapid start gas turbine units satisfy some portion of the system

spi ning reserve requirements depending upon the transient outage probabil ics

of he units being operated, lead time for the start up of additional therm 1
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ge eration and the relative size of the operating units.

= Total on-line generation Gl-t time t

= Rapid start gas turbine units in standby status at time t

= Total reserve requirements at time t

= Fraction of rapid start units satisfying the spinning reserve

requirements

= Spinning reserve carried on the on-line operating units

RSt + SRt at time t

SR = Q - x . RS
t t t t

It should be emphasized that computation of Qt and xt is dependent

up n the composition of the power system, largest unit size, the transient

pr babilities of the operating units and the amount and nature of the

st ndby units. No empirical method can be employed to obtain

If at the (t+l) hour, it is desired to load some of the gas turbine I units,

sa.t isfactory'

to an increase in load the amount of available rapid start

reased. The spinning reserve requirements Qt will increase
d is increased and xt will not be affected greatly because

operation are normally not subjected to cycling.
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achi ved.

5.9 The Role of Hydro Units

At off-peak periods, large amounts of pondage hydro generation or

hydr units in the pumped storage mode may be available. Standby hydro

unit can normally be brought into operation and fully loaded in less

than one minute and units in the pumped storage mode brought up to the

full load level in the QrclE)r of .t.en ...mi.nunes., An area risk curve for a

, ...:_---...,-..",-,,.''',•• , .• ''''''c•....'''',·,

m containing some pondage hydro units and some pumped storage hydro

in the pumping mode is shown in Figure 5.3. Run of the river hydro
__-��·��-�'·'-w·_��>""'w,� .. �""��"_..._ .....,""'"'>.__�_,,...�_,.,� ... ,'"

.. .�?!__�.. Ql>�rCl't�� �.t:te to low water condit!()l1s cio not serve Cl�l.. _

by generation ��!.E.9se.
,,",-,-

..��''''"'---

STANDBY HYDROGENERATION IN
.....

PUMPED STORAGE HYDRO
GENERATION IN

Figure 5.3 An Area Risk Curve for a System with Standby Hydro
Pumped Storage Hydro Generation.

In igure 5.3

tb = time to start and fully load the standby hydro generation

t
P

time to start and fully load the hydro generation in the

pumped storage mode

t = time to bring the additional cold reserve generation to full
a
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Unlike the gas turbine units, the probability of a hydro unit not

System spinning

to be carried by the on-line thermal and other

unjl t s are sufficiently reduced at off peak hours. The system normally

ries the minimum spinning reserve needed to satisfy the frequency and

-line regulation requirements at low load hours. The availability of

hydro standby generation results in large economic benefits.

5. 0 The Role of Thermal Units Just Removed from Service

Thermal units being cycled have hot boilers for some time after

be ng removed from service. If some generation is required when these

un ts are hot, they can be brought into service relatively quickly.

un ts act as held over hot reserve and, therefore, decrease the amount

sp nning reserve carried by on-line thermal generation resulting in

in the system operation

M

HELD-OVER
HOT RESERVE

, AVAILABLE

SYSTEM FORECAST LOAD

o
- St ar-t i.n g Tim;-IME 24

Figure 5.4 Effect of Held-Over Hot Reserve on System Risk.

Decreasing loads inherently make the scheduled generation more

re iable due to the presence of over reserve at the hours shown in

Fi ure 5.4. This factor is incorporated in the quantitative risk level

cr terion for the scheduled generation.
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5.11 Incorporation of Decreasing Load Effects

It has been noted previously that the load curve shape enhances the

reliability. Any load loss resulting from a generation outage,

lly will not last long when the system load is decreasing. The margin

system generation and the load increases in such a situation.

can be incorporat�d ,in 1;h,e.)I.r�a risk curves. A difference

pond ge,J!l�!g�,.ll,!l!ts used for peak shaving. Thermal units being cycled
_____ __..,o."'!"

• -

.. - -
- -. ,_.- - ,,_�

.

__._., "" __�' ._".",��_,,_,,� ._, _, .• _' ,.<_�'" ""' _.,';_,_.·c'-_,.•.•�.<·,_'<·_.· ·N•• _"- __ "�_,_,� ..._,._ .. _,_ •• ,.,,.-.,.,......�:;"',.. '-- .•• " •.• ".,,,,;.'_ " ",- - .�.•..-",."-",,..� _" .....�'...��.....��,.'"---�-,�---.���>--�.<"'.. ,<-""'.,--,..-��.,... ,,-'-�.

will not b_:__ E_C:���,��.��.�om service if an outage

can, therefore, be utilized for modifying the area risk curves. Pondage

These units

hydr units do not increase the margin between the generation and the load,

in n rmal circumstances, and do not modify the area risk curves.

5.12 Load Forecast Uncertainty

Any system schedule is entirely dependent upon the forecast load

Load, .�():r�.<:as1::s ClI"� partial!y Aep�!l�eJl!.upon weather forecast

uncertainty is always associated with forecast 10ad�A These load
"'''_'_''''

",,.,.,

must be incorporated in the quantitative system

Load forecast uncertainty increases system risk

A system will have to carry higher spinning reserves

efore, to carry the same load. A simple algorithm can be used to

rporate the effect of load forecast uncertainty into the generation

em model[4,8].

If

TGt = Total on-line generation at time t

LAt = System forecast load at time t

AL(k) = k
h outage probability step in the composite generation system
t

model including rapid start, standby hydro and held over

hot reserve
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PL(k) = Cumulative outage probability of AL(k) capacity.

Risk level for the load LAt
j = m

= L P
L (l+bj 'u)

. p.
J

j = 1

m = number of steps in the stepped approximation of load forecast

uncertainty

p. = probability of existence of the jth step of the load forecast

J uncertainty distribution curve

u = load forecast uncertainty equal to one division of the stepped
approximation

b.= difference between the jth step and the mean value.

J

The composite generation system model after incorporating the

pid start gas turbine, standby hydro and held over hot reserve can be

d with a stepped approximation of load forecast uncertainty curve

the above algorithm.

5.13 Load Area Constraints

Local area constraints for protecting the area frequency and tie

lin regulations must be satisfied. Some gas turbine and other units may

hav to be operated in order to satisfy these requirements. TQ,y,?�J!nH..s

5.1 Final Reliability Figures

The effect of future lead times on the risk levels is illustrated

in igure 5.5. The increase in risk levels due to the loss of some

gen ration before the actual load arrives is greatly affected by the

qua tity of rapid start generation available at earlier hours. Risk

is he probability of system generation meeting any emergency should it
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LESSER QUANTITY OF OFF-PEAK
RAPID START GENERATION
AVAILABLE

RI

SUFFICIENT QUANTITY OF OFF- PEAK
RAPID START GENERATION AVAILABLE

RISK

o 24

LEAD TIME INTO THE FUTURE

Figure 5.5 Final Reliability Figures.

at any moment. The minimum risk level value Rl at any hour, is

considering the operating generation and the standby

Even at the lead time (0+), just before the

1 load arrives, the risk is not zero as the risk is a measure of

the system will respond to any emergency should it arise. As

time into the future increases, the risk becomes greater. If

amounts of rapid start generation, pumped storage hydro and

large pondage are available, the increase in risk is not very

12-16 hours into the future. The rapid start generation
...,·....""'..''''"'''�'W'�'k>''''...�f''''�''''�'','''';;;_·''-·;,·;''".;":.·::�··, -'·-'"'·'.14""?"·'··':""''''''''(�'·';_''''''i\P.,�_\�,;;).1'lll".

the pondage hydro generation can be immediately placed into service in

hours. In the caSe of an

the 0Il.:.:r:.Cl!.i!HLc:�,�:t�."A2 i1!£r�g§,�.,�g.1J,�, .. ,!.() ..,.!h_�"���Cl.9:j.�,�.!¥:�

rapid start generation comes into service immediately
�_,.. " _'_ ': __ ._.•..y.«. :.._-,..�"*'-,�.__;:,;,�Ko._,_.,"""'_•.

""---."",.,-�""""""....,....if"W,�".JC�.... ,'"W'".·'" -.·'._·'·"',�.M.':'·"''''·''''''·;'''"'''�·:�·''''_''''�.''_'''i'·�.·,'�·;':w1".'.'1>"""t'�·U"T�·'··""f':W·\�r'""'!'e".

cold r e !; ..�rY� ,.g.�Il,�reJtg}'l ._t�9�,hUl�S:��.�l!l�,o. ,��!�,�_<::,:_ ..�

have a consider���:"..2!.�..?..���.!,�f�,.s�liS;.L,e£li!l$�_g�!!�.:r�!�,�.!�'¥
""".", ..."""_��", ",>,_""",,,••,,,,_.�,,,,.."-""':"'"
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_.

I

at low load periods, the effect of loss of generation will be
.• __ ._;"."c. .;......_. ..."_ .. .,_,.__�."..",.".._"""":__........

�.-=�-,�.,.,. ..
·-_�" •.-A'"_..._...,.""'.,.,.-="'""'""""_...

_-...."...,,�,"-',. :o':".,,,�•._.._. _"�_�:,�._, ��,�,•. _.�
.. '""..,,..,,, "'"......A·,· .. n.

vir ually negligible.
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5.1 Start-Up Cost Model Used

The unit starting cost is assumed to be an exponential func60n of

col start-up cost[28].
Set) = Unit start-up fuel cost at time t

So = Unit cold start-up cost

A =0 Cooling rate of the unit
c

T = Unit shut down hour.

-A (t-T)
c

Set) = SO(l-e )

The duration of time since the unit last operated is known. Using
I

the cold start-up cost and the cooling rates, all the system unit start-up

s can be obtained from this equation.

Scheduling Method

The scheduling method consists of a number of steps.

, all the available hydro generation is scheduled into service.

of he river generation is used whenever available and pondag�_�I�:�o_

Ica aci_:tU;;__ lJJ;JX�zed for peak shaving purposes. The remaining load is sat
�_

_--
��__ ._v�,.�.�"., .... � .. _."_, ... _ ...•.,.,,�,:__ ,: •• ,, .... ,.�"'''_''''_''''''''''_'' ..•.•�_��.".w#"'."., .... " .. n •. ,'��.".� •. ".'." .• ".M.,.,.'"._'.".,��_,"",���

is ied by conventional thermal and gas turbine generation. Local area
________0000'' .• _ •• '' ••• ".0_.. I

.�: �:�::::::::::f:::i:::::o::::;:::::::::::c:::�:::::::::::a,:::ul
This curvr

ca be conveniently used in the form of a table, yielding the minimum

In the first

Run

in megawatts for the entire system operating range is obtained.

ru ning cost c0mbination of generating units. The costs are not optimized

co sidering startup costs. This scheduling gives the generation needed

fo economic optimal operation, the risk levels at various hours, however,

not be satisfied. The first tentative schedule is obtained from this

pr
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I
I
I

the lead time of cold reserve at every hour as the time for I

the transient probabilities, the quantitative reliability of thei

I
available are incorporated in the quantitative risk level criterion I

I

hour. The effect of the expected loss of generation is also I
in the analysis if required. The effect of the load forecast

The next step consists of satisfying the risk level criterion.

ting generation at every hour is computed. Rapid start generation,

hydro units not being operated, decreasing loads and held over hot

is also incorporated in the analysis. If the risk level at

than the standard risk value, the schedule will have

The least costly modifications are made in the running

in order to reduce the risk levels. This is the second tentative

and satisfies the reliability constraints at every hour.

Some cost savings may be achieved, however, by leaving some of the

s on during the low load hours. The start up costs of the cycled

al units can be calculated because the shut down period is known. If

ex

are lower than the start up costs,it is more

the units on line. All the cycled thermal units are

there are any economic benefits obtainable by leaving I
The reliable schedule obtained in step two is then modified fO

advantage of any cost savings. I
I

a tchewan Power Corporation (S.P.C.) System generation.

a ombined hydro-thermal system. The thermal units range in size from

5 t 140 MW, totalling 758.5 MW in capacity. There are eleven hydro units

of otal maximum capaity 474 MW. The 189 MW capacity available at the
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Cote u Creek Plant was assumed to be run of the river. The remaining

hydr capacity available at the Squaw Rapids Plant was assumed to have

some pondage. A typical daily load curve used for these studies is shown

Table 5.1

S. P . C. SYSTEM FORECAST LOADS FOR THE

SCHEDULING PERIOD

Hour No. Forecast
Load MW

% Normally Distributed Load
Forecast Uncertainty Equal to

1 Standard Deviation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1100
1080
1060
1000
950
940
860
750
710
680
640
500
560
580
620
630
700
790
860
900
950
1000
1080
1110

o
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

The standard deviation of load forecast uncertainty ranged from 0% at hour

1 t 3% at hour 24. The system generating unit parameters are given

in able 5.2. Coteau Creek hydro generating plant has all 189 MW of

till' capuc i ty available at all hours whi l e Squaw Rapids has some flow



rest ictions. A scheduling period of 24 hours was selected.

Table 5.2

SYSTEM GENERATING UNIT PARAMETERS USED

IN THE STUDIES

Unit Capacity Minimum Cost Curve Cold Cold

No. MW Output Parameters Start- Start-

MW A B C Up Up
$ $/MW $/ (MW)

2
Time Cost

(Hours) $

The a1

1 61.5 10 20.0 0.60 .005 4 70.0

2 61.5 10 20.0 0.60 .Od5 4 70.0

3 142.0 35 52.0 0.45 .0025 B 120.0

4 142.0 35 52.0 0.45 .0025 B 120.0

5 61.5 10 22.0 1.27 .OOB 4 75.0

6 61.5 10 22.0 1. 27 .OOB 4 75.0

7 14.0 3 B.O 2.41 .OOB 3 15.0 (j
B 19.0 5 10.0 2.43 .OOB 3 1B.0

r
9 2B.0 6 13.0 2.40 .OOB 3 20.0

10 5.0 3.0 2.40 .012 3 6.0

11 14.0 3 7.0 2.31 .OOB 3 15.0

12 19.0 5 10.0 2.31 .OOB 3 IB.O

13 2B.0 5 11.0 2.3B .OOB 3 20.0

14 9.5 2 5.0 2.40 .012 4 B.O

15 14.0 3 8.0 2.40 .012 4 15.0

1 23.0 5 11.0 2.40 .012 4 IB.O

1 23.0 5 11.0 2.40 .012 4 18.0

1 32.0 5 15.0 2.40 .012 4 25.0

1 = 758.5 MW

34.5 0 0.21 0

39.0 0 0.21 0

63.0 0 0.21 0

1 = 474.0 MW

Gas Tufbine Units

14 nits Capacities Ranging from MW to 23 MW
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utilizing the hydro capacity available at Coteau Creek and peak

shav·ng the remaining load us�ng �he,�quaw Rapids generation, the remaining

The first schedule obtained together

with the spinning reserve requirements at various hours is given in

Table 5.3. The presence of load forecast uncertainty requires sub-

ially higher spinning reserves at hours when rapid start gas

ine units are not available in sufficient quantity. A risk level of

used for determining the system spinning reserves. The

generation was modified to satisfy the standard risks. All

start up costs were calculated in order to secure any economic

fit by leaving the unit on. Total system operating costs for the

s when load forecast uncertainty is neglected, considered and the

eff ct of held over hot reserve not included are given in Table 5.4 Ca),

Cc). The cost difference in the various schedules

rs at higher load hours. Low load hours do not require large

ning reserves even when load forecast uncertainty is present due to

availability of sufficient amounts of hydro and rapid start gas

unit s. The
__ p;re_�_:"ll��" ()� ?§� � C?f P<:>!l�C1K�"",hr�£<:>"g�Il�!C1"t;.t..Qn�"".b.as. ,

.__._ !�.:, �.�ff(;lI'�n.£..�? ;i,n the op.erating,.S<:>§t§ .. ,.fgr."Jl.ari.Q�"'".��.b�,qllJJ;�?·-:

5.4 Cd) shows the system running costs per hour when the effect

ff-peak hydro generation is neglected. The system operating costs

sharply in this case. The spinning reserve requirements

number of hours have been increased by up to 20 MW resulting in

eased operating costs. The effect of load forecast uncertainty

considered for the cases given in Tables 5.4 (a), 5.4 (c) and 5.4 Cd).

The"e tables demonstrate the effect on the operating costs of considering

10al forecast uncertainty and not incorporating some of the standby

The difference in operating costs resulting from not includin,
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The incorporation of quick acting generation in the

reli bility studies can result in large cost savings.

the ffect of rapid start generation can be calculated in a similar

Table 5.3

S.P.C. SYSTEM SPINNING RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

AT THE OPTIMAL SCHEDULE

Standard Risk Level Selected = .001

Forecast
Load
MW

Scheduled
Capacity

MW

MW Operating
Reserve Requirements

(a) (b)
No Load Load Forecast

Forecast

Uncertainty
Uncertainty
Present

1100
1080
1060
1000
950
940
860
750
710
680
640
500
560
580
620
630
700
790
860
900
950
1000
1080
lll0

95
81
75
75
60
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
40
40
40
40
60
60
60
60
70
109
112
112

95
87
78
78
64
64
64
64
64
64
43
43
43
43
43
43
64
65
74
78.5
97
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l50
153

1196
1177
1158
1130
1031
1021
952
838.5
810.5
749
749
596
626
687.5
687.5
687.5
820.5
855
934
968.5
1047
1117
1196
1223
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This chapter ha� presented a new quantitative technique for unit

i tment reliability evaluation in hydro=therma I systems. The effects

of ifferent types of aVail;:tble standby generation and load forecast un

ainty have been incorporated into the analysis. The reliability method

Tabl 5.4 Total System Operating Costs

(a) Load Forecast Uncertainty Considered

(i) System Running Costs

(ii) Start up Costs
$20,802.48

158.55

Total Costs $20,961.03

(b) Load Forecast Uncertainty Not Considered

(i) System Running Costs

(ii) Start up Costs
$20,782.05

147.52

Total Costs $20,929.57

(c) Held Over Hot Reserves Not Considered

(i) System Running Costs

(ii) Start up Costs
$20,810.37

159.23

Total Costs $20,969.60

(d) Off-Peak Hydro Generation Not Considered

(i) System Running Costs

(ii) Start up Costs
$20,871.20

179.39

Total Costs $21,050.'59

on-line generating unit derated states. -All the capacityinc

avaj l ab le is. represented in the form of a single large generating unit

wit] a large number of derated states. This equivalent multi-layered

uni is hacked lip by all the starulby rcsources . A standard risk l evo l

has been us ed to operate the system with a, consistent reliability at

eve y hour for the next scheduling period. This method leads to economic
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syst m operationwhile maintaining a specified predetermined level of

re1i bi1ity. The method is fast and efficient and can be used to

calc late daily operating schedules. It can also be used to determine

the ncrementa1 reliability costs associated with the selection of a

part cu1ar level of operating capacity reliability.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Quantitative operating reserve evaluation in single and inter-

conn cted systems has been investigated in this thesis. A number of

fact rs have been incorporated into the techniques developed for the

dete ination of operating reserves at a consistent security or reli-

abil

uncertainty, interruptible loads, generating unit response

level. These factors include the generating unit partial outage

stat quick starting capacity including hydro and gas turbine units,

load

rate and available assistance from interconnections. Literature published

earl er in this area primarily considered the loss of generating capacity.

load forecast uncertainty and interconnection assistance from a single

[4,31,32,33,34]
m

Economics and technological developments have resulted in power

ms becoming very heavily interconnected. A multi-link system

t be analyzed by simple two system interconnection methods due to

the arge number of alternatives available for dispatching the emergency

tance. This is also true for single systems with inter-area capacity

nge restrictions. There are a number of possible agreements which

may xist between various interconnected systems and each will have a

different effect on the dispatch of emergency assistance. The conditions

existing in the interconnected systems must be taken into account together

wit these agreements. These factors can be incorporated in the deve

e special algorithms required for multi-link configurations. A method

has been developed in this thesis by which emergency assistance from all

the interconnected systems can be sequentially incorporated into the

ass·sted system. This method treats single system models as being
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equi alent to one large multi-layered unit and develops the assistance

unit from the assisting systems. All the tie lines are graded

acco ding to their importance to the assisted system and the assistance

unit as modified by the tie line restrictions are added to the assisted

syst ms for obtaining the final risk levels. This general method is very

fast and efficient and can be used to solve any type of configuration.

The basic problem which exists in all systems is the allocation

e spinning reserve throughout the system in order to satisfy �oth

bility and economic constraints. A method has been developed in

thesis by which system one minute and five minute reserves can be

itatively evaluated. The one minute and five minute reserve needs

are 'ntended to satisfy the dynamic stability and loss of generating

ity requirements respectively. All the system standby generation,

ruptible loads and interchange assistance are considered in

quantitatively determining the required five minute reserves within the

system. The designation of response risk which has been introduced in

this thesis is the probability of the system responding generation just

unable to satisfy the response requirements. The ability

to forestall a loss of load due to loss of generating

city and other reasons is reflected by the response risk. Quick

such as hydro and gas turbine units playa

important role in satisfying the system response requirements. Off

pondage hydro generation can satisfy both one minute and five minute

em response requirements. Gas turbine generation satisfies part of

the sy s t cm five minute response requirements. The most desirable operating

puil t for the system is one which conforms with the optimum economic

schddu c. The determination of this schedule must include the reliability
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con traints. Uneconomical system operation resulting from not loading

the larger thermal units to the maximum capacity can result in very

low response risks. A reliable economic operating schedule can be evolved

uitable modifications to the economic schedule. The techniques

loped in this thesis also permit the effect of interruptible loads

interchange assistance to be quantitatively incorporated in the

rmination of the response requirements.

A number of modifications in the quantitative reliability method

to be made in order to apply it to operating reserve evaluation on

ntinuous basis. During the scheduling period the amount of system

dby capacity and the load forecast uncertainty vary from hour to

, units pass into the hot reserve mode after being taken out of

ice, off-peak hydro generation may be available in emergency con-

�-

ditions and a number of local area restrictions exist. Methods have

developed for incorporating all these factors into a reliability

The method of dynamic programming is utilized to obtain the

schedules for the commitment period. This schedule has been

without taking into consideration the system reliability. This

is then modified to satisfy the pre-set reliability

Unit start up costs are then considered to obtain any

t savings by not taking the unit out of service. The unit commitment

erne developed in this thesis is applicable to power systems comprising
,

��! hydro, thermal, gas turbine and other types of units.

The work done in this thesis has been an extension of the work

d· h h' M S he s i [4]
re orte ln t e aut or s . c. t eSls . The concepts developed in the

M. c. thesis[4] , such as multi-derated state generating unit models, area

ri k curves and risk levels in interconnected systems, have also been
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utilized for practical system studies. Practical power system models

fro the Saskatchewan Power Corporation System (S.P.C.) and the

Man"toba Hydro System (M.H.) have been used in all the studies. The

reI ted implications of economic system operation constraints have

als been studied. This thesis has presented quantitative reliability

met ods which can prove of considerable benefit in economic and reliable

ope ation of practical power systems.
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Syst em A

152

Numter of Units Capacity
MW

O.R.R.
4 hour lead time

Appendix A.l Generating Unit Data for Three Hypothetical Systems

3 10.0
25.0
25.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0

0.0005
0.0015
0.0022
0.0020
0.0015
0.0020
0.0022

2
1
1.

3
2

Total Capacity = 545 MW

Sys em B

Numl ier of Units Ca:eacity O.R.R.
MW 4 hourlead time

5 5.0 0.0010

3 10.0 0.0020
'" 20.0 0.0020L.

5 30.0 0.0020

2 40.0 0.0020
r, 50.0 0.0020c:

Total Capacity = 425 MW

Sys em C

Number of Units CaEacity O.R.R.

MW 4 hour lead time

4 10.0 0.0010

1 10.0 0.0020

4 15.0 0.0020
') 25.0 0.0020
""

1 35.0 0.0030
.1.

1 40.0 0.0020
" 45.0 0.0030
c,

r, 50.0 0.0030L.
" 60.0 0.0020

Total Capacity 545 MW



Apl endix A.2.1 Generating Capacity Outage Replacement Rate Data For
S.P.C. Generating Units 1971-72

Plant Capacity
MW

Hy: rau1ic

Squaw Rapids 285.0

Co eau Creek 189.0

Therma l

Boundary Dam 407.0

Queen Eli zabeth 123.0

Es evan 66.0

A. f.'. Cole 101.5

Regina 61.2

Gap Turbine & Gas Engines

Regina 23.0

Ki.hder s l ey 29.0

Swtift Current 1l.5

SuCcess 45.0

TOTAL 1341. 2

No. of Units O.R.R./Unit for
4 Hour Lead Time

6 X 34.5
2 X 39.0

.00075

.00075

3 X 63.0 .00075

1 X 61. 5
1 X 61. 5
2 X 142.0

.00409

.00510

.00600

1 X 61. 5
1 X 61. 5

.00673

.00341

1 X 28.3
1 X 18.9
1 X 14.1
1 X 4.7

.00163

.00187

.00446

.00150

1 X 32.1
1 X 23.1
1 X 23.1
1 X 13.9
1 X 9.3

.00150

.00150

.00873

.00150

.00150

1 X 28.3
1 X 18.8
1 X 14.1

.00150

.00150

.00150

1 X 23.0 .00818

1 X 10.0
1 X 10.0
1 X 3.0
1 X 3.0
1 X 3.0

.00150

.00150

.00234

.00234

.00234

2 X 3.0
1 X 3.0
2 X 1. 25

3 X 15.0

.00150

.00422

.00150

.00200
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App ndix A.2.2 O.R.R. 's Used For Three Derated State Models Of
S.P.C. Generating Plants

The different states have been denoted by the following names:

Name Of The State Designated No.

Up 1

Forced Derated 1 2
Forced Derated 2 3
Forced Derated 3 4
Forced Out 5

Cap city Outage in Various States & Their Associated O.R.R. 's

Name Of Capacity Outage & Its Probability
The Plant State No. (MW)

2 3 4 5

Bou 4.0 18.0 33.0 61. 5

(.003) (.001) (.0005) (.0010)

Bou Dam 4.0 18.0 33.0 61.5

(.003) (.003) (.0005) (.0010)

Bou dary Dam 15.0 30.0 70.0 140.0

#3 (.005) (.001) ( . 002) (.002)

Bou dary Dam 15.0 30.0 70.0 140

#4 (.005 ) (.001) (.002) (.002)

Que n Elizabeth 4.0 18.0 33.0 61. 5
#1 (.01) (.001) (.005) (.0015)

Que n Elizabeth 4.0 18.0 33.0 61. 5

#2 (.01) (.001 ) (.0005) (.0015)
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Appe dix A.3 Generating Capacity Outage Replacement Rate Data

for Manitoba Hydro Generating Units 1971-72

Plant Unit No. Capacity O.R.R. of the Unit

MW 4 Hour Lead Time

Sev n Sisters #1 25.0 .00084

#2 25.0 .00080

#3 25.0 .00124

#4 25.0 .00048

#5 25.0 .00032

#6 25.0 .00048

McA thur #1 7.6 .00036

#2 7.6 .00100

#3 7.6 .00088

#4 7.6 .00092

#5 7.6 .00092

#6 7.6 .00088

#7 7.6 .00068

#8 7.6 .00068

Gre t Falls #1 22.0 .00040

#2 22.0 .00032

#3 22.0 .00120

#4 22.0 .00092

#5 22.0 .00096

#6 22.0 .00060

Pin Falls #1 14.0 .00140

#2 14.0 .00200

#3 14.0 .00092

#4 14.0 .00108

#5 14.0 .00188

#6 14.0 .00140

Gra d Rapids #1 118.0 .00584

#2 118.0 .00096

#3 118.0 .00332

#4 118.0 .00200

Ke1 sey #1 32.0 .00104

#2 32.0 .00100

#3 32.0 .00104

#4 32.0 .00168

#5 32.0 .00200

Br ndon #1 33.0 .00108

#2 33.0 .00000

#3 33.0 .00208

#4 33.0 .00396
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Pant Unit No. Capacity O.R.R. of the Unit

MW 4 Hour Lead Time

Se1kirk #1 66.0 .01596
#2 66.0 .00404

Poi te du Bois #1 3.0 .00132

#2 3.0 .00048

#3 3.0 .00048

#4 3.0 .00084

#5 4.0 .00052

#6 4.0 .00084

#7 4.0 .00096

#8 4.0 .00136

#9 5.2 .00284

#10 5.2 .00244

#11 5.2 .00156

#12 5.2 .00352

#13 5.2 .00248

#14 5.2 .00232

#15 5.2 .00180

#16 5.2 .00220

Sla e Falls #1 9.0 .00084
#2 9.0 .00068

#3 9.0 .00048

#4 9.0 .00048

#5 9.0 .00064

#6 9.0 .00100
#7 9.0 .00048

#8 9.0 .00032
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Appe dix A.4 Loading Rates for S.P.C. System Thermal Generating
Units

Pant Capacity Response Rate

MW MW/Minute

Boun ary Dam 2 X 61.5 2

2 X 142.0 5

Quee Elizabeth 2 X 61. 5 2

Este an 28.3 1

18.9 0.5

14.1 0.5

A. L. Cole 32.1 1

23.1 1

23.1 1

13.9 0.5

9.3 0.2

Reg· na 28.3 1

18.8 0.5

14.1 0.5
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Ap endix A.s Illustration of the Derivations Used In Interconnected

System Analysis.

P ge 46

Equation for the Inclusion of Negative Margin

Assume that System B is assisting System A

Maximum limits of transferable capacity between System A and

System B
= Sum of transfer capabilities in two directions

= TBA + TAB

However, this capacity interchange cannot be greater than the

extent to which System B cannot be assisted

"" ORb + TAB

Maximum capacity of the assistance unit

= Min (ORb + TAB' TBA + TAB)
This effective assistance unit has a fictitious capacity

TAB added to it and must be subtracted.

The equivalent generation model of System A is, therefore,

B

Ae = (
a

min(O� + TAB' TBA + TAB) + A) - TAB

Similarly equivalent generation model of System B can be

developed.

Equation for Capacity Interchange in Case (b).

Assume that System B is modifying operating reserves in

System C.

All the just negative capacity margins in System C, which

can be modified to positive margins after incorporution
of assistance from System B, will be affected. The

availabilities of these capacity margins in System B

will be decreased subject to the availability of tie

line TBC and just negative margin availabilities in

System C.

T
BE .

(M) ""' T
BE .

[I -

J. J

k=KC-j+1

k=l
TCL . ATBC]

k

Similarly other equations can be obtained.
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